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Accident spurs efforts to get campus ambulance 
By Jim Denning lib. , , |g|    J 
News Writer s« P 'A. '      Tilt f JI     I 
 
 
Efforts to begin an ambulance service on the Clemson 
campus were intensified last week after an accident vic- 
tim waited 25 minutes for an ambulance. 
According to Dr. Judson Hair, head of Redfern Health 
Center, "The ambulance service could be available on 
campus by next fall." 
According to Hair, the campus population—plus 
employees, faculty, off-campus students and ad- 
ministrative personnel and area residents—composes 
27,000 of Pickens County's 60,000 population. "Almost one- 
half of the county's population is being served by one am- 
bulance," Hair added, pointing out that "an on-campus 
service would make the Pickens County ambulance 
available for other calls." 
Costs of setting up the service could run "anywhere 
from $30,000to $50,000," according to student government 
- research and development committeeman Jeff Baumann, 
who is in charge of investigating the feasibility of an on- 
campus emergency vehicle. As Hair explained, "A new 
vehicle will run between $18,000 and $20,000. Facilities for 
crew members are a detail yet to be worked out, although 
many possibilities are being investigated. 
Funding could pose a problem, according to Vice Presi- 
dent for Student Affairs Walter Cox. "To fund this we 
would have to cut something else. Perhaps we could cut a 
student group's trip to a convention or do something of 
this nature. We would hate to do this, because we feel 
trips add to students' educational experience." 
Funding could come from a $2 increase in student 
medical fees, Baumann indicated. Cox agreed this was a 
possibility but said, "This is a situation that must be ex- 
amined closely." Baumann added that students' opinions 
on the matter should be directed to their student senator. 
Limiting the area of operation poses a problem, ac^ 
cording to Hair. "It would have to be decided if the service 
would take all callers or just on-campus callers." Cox con- 
curred, stating, "It would have to be determined whether 
the service would be just for students, or if it would in- 
clude faculty families. Would it also go to an accident on 
Highway 123 involving out-of-state transients? This is a 
question that would have to be answered." 
Finding enough student volunteers would also be a pro- 
blem. As Hair stated, "This project would not be feasible 
if we had to hire trained personnel. We hope to use student 
volunteers, preferably with Emergency Medical Techni- 
cian Licenses." Hair estimated a minimum of 20 EMTs 
would be required, and that possibly EMT courses could 
be "taken in cooperation with Tri-County Tech." 
"Until last year the university was served by the Cen- 
tral Rescue Squad, a volunteer group," Hair remarked. 
'I'd really prefer to have the Central Rescue Squad back. 
They provided quality service quickly, usually in around 
six minutes. They made no charge and had good, 
dedicated personnel." 
Hair continued, "The stationing of a county unit in the 
Central-Clemson area was, purely and simply, a political 
thing." 
Garlon Morrison, Central's dispatcher, agreed. We 
were the only part of the county running a free service. 
The way I understand it, the majority of the county 
started complaining and county council stationed an am- 
bulance down here. They want us to charge people, but 
we're a non-profit organization, and we aren't allowed to 
do that." 
The rescue squad ambulance and rescue truck now 
serve only as a back-up to the county system. As Mike 
Douglas, a Central-Clemson EMT unit member explain- 
ed, "The dispatcher first calls Clemson, then Liberty, 
Pickens and Easley. Only if all four ambulances are 
unavailable, will a rescue squad be called." 
The latest incident to draw attention to the need for area 
ambulance service occurred last week. Scott Shelley, 
while helping his fraternity move parts of the order's float 
from a truck in preparation for Homecoming, was caught 
under the wheels of the tractor and run over. 
Shelley is now in satisfactory condition in Conway 
Hospital, after being transferred from Anderson 
Memorial Hospital, Monday. After a second-degree scrap 
burn heals, he will undergo surgery to correct a broken 
femur. - , 
Among witnesses to the accident was Jim Rosemond, 
Shelley's roommate. In Rosemond's estimate, "It took 
about 20 to 30 minutes (for the ambulance to arrive) con- 
servatively " Other witnesses placed the time at "closer 
lo 35 minutes." Rosemond added that Redfern doctors 
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FIRE CHIEF CHARLES Owens, left, stands by an in- 
jured student last week. At right, Dr. Byron Harder ex- 
were on the scene "within five minutes." 
The call was placed to Pickens by university police. Ac- 
cording to Douglas, "We left as soon as we got the call in 
Pickens and made it down there (to the campus) in about 
12 to 14 minutes. The main problem was a breakdown in 
communication. The dispatcher should have called Liber- 
ty since they were closer and available. We were in 
Pickens, on official business; it's logged with the sheriff's 
department. We were having an equipment failure fixed." 
Baumann saw the situation differently. "The am- 
bulance is equipped with a portable two-way radio. The 
batteries were dead, so the crew drove the ambulance to 
Pickens, leaving this whole section of the county un- 
covered." 
Baumann continued, "After they received the call, the 
ambulance crew left Pickens at a high speed to get to the 
* Photo by Williams 
amines Scott Sheeley's legs after he was pinned beneath a 
truck. Students Larry White and Al Odom look on. 
campus. This was about 4 p.m., a time of relatively heavy 
traffic, so they were endangering the ambulance crew, 
motorists and pedestrians." Baumann pointed out that 
"Pickens was called, even though Liberty and the Central 
Rescue Squad were available amd much closer." 
Cox stated, "The administration is certainly upset over 
the delay in service last week, but we feel the present ser- 
vice is doing an adequate job. It might take them 10 to 15 
minutes to respond to a call, but if you go to any place that 
operates an ambulance service, you'll find the average 
call is at least 15 minutes." 
The Shelley incident and Baumann's research have 
renewed interest in the on-campus service. Both faculty 
and student senate members are considering resolutions 
supporting the establishment of such a service. 
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The people vs. Bakke 
Political scientists view reasons for Bakke case 
By Lee Muller 
News Writer 
Alan Bakke, a 37-year-old engineer, has 
been denied admission to the Medical 
University of California while a quota 
policy left openings for less qualified 
students on the basis of race. 
The rejection was on racial grounds. The 
subsequent suit by Bakke was not 
unwelcomed by the medical school, 
because it generally opposes a quota 
system. California courts ruled with 
Bakke. 
Now the hearing by the Supreme Court is 
shaping up as the most controversial case 
of the century, with over 100 "friend of the 
court" briefs filed on both sides. 
The justice department has filed a brief 
against quotas, but for racial 
"guidelines." Political science associate 
professor Edwin Coulter notes the consis- 
tent trend of the Carter administration to 
deal with issues in such a manner. "It's so 
typically American," he says, "to think we 
can make a law and solve every problem. 
With such a positivist view of the law as an 
instrument of social change, we will con- 
tinue to have cases like Bakke's." 
The court has several options in its con- 
sideration of this case. It could uphold the 
lower court and say little or nothing. It 
could remand the case to the lower court. 
Any ruling could be on the narrow facts of 
this case, or a broad statement of just what 
affirmative action should be. The decision 
is expected to be split, with dissents in 
whole and in part. 
Dr. Horace Fleming, assistant professor 
of political science, who teaches constitu- 
tional law here, feels the importance lies in 
the reasons the court chose to hear such a 
case. "Pressure was building for some 
answers, and Bakke allows the court to 
deal with preferential  racial treatment 
without having all the other issues contain- 
ed in, say, race-labor cases. Just defining 
affirmative action will change it. The only 
real argument a school can make now that 
its selection preocess is fair is to count 
heads." 
"It's so typically American to 
think we can make a law to solve 
every problem." 
—Dr. Ed Coulter 
Assoc. Professor of 
Political Science 
Many blacks say that is tokenism, and 
demeans the performance of minority in- 
dividuals who have risen on their ability. 
Marvin Pilo, instructor of political 
science, points out that if we believe equal 
opportunity does not exist and want to do 
something about it, we will have to use 
race as a consideration. He thinks the 
court will "tell us to look at geographical 
and  socio-economic  backgrounds."  The 
schools would decide. 
Dr. Stephen Wainscott, assistant pro- 
fessor of political science, finds 
significance in the change in terminology 
from bigotry, to prejudice, to discrimina- 
tion, to preferential treatment. When ask- 
ed if it portends a rejection of the change 
wrought by civil rights, or even a feeling 
on the part of most Americans that the 
righting of ancient wrongs has gone far 
enough. Wainscott replied, "Yes." 
Conservatives see in the case of Bakke a 
wedge to drive apart the illogicality of 
achieving humanitarian goals by forced 
association and the redistribution of 
wealth and opportunity. Liberals do not 
use the term "domino theory," but their 
arguments question what will happen if 
Bakke wins to any degree. The spectators 
know how they feel. Affected students, 
faculty, and bureaucrats won't know for 
years to come. 
Administrators say decision won't affect Clemson 
By Charlie Davis 
News Writer 
Throughout American history, 
discrimination has been the cause of much 
physical and mental suffering. 
Discrimination has been especially evi- 
dent in the field of education. In the pre- 
Civil War days, the black man was told 
that he had no right to learn to read and 
write. In the early days of the civil rights 
movement, minorities were discriminated 
against in the schools and colleges. Today, 
however, it appears that discrimination 
has run its course and is now knocking on 
its own back door. 
"We are strictly on a first come 
first served basis here." 
—Adm. Joseph McDevitt 
University Legal Council 
In a case brought before the Supreme 
Court this week, Allen Bakke maintains 
that he was discriminated against because 
he is a white male. It is his contention that, 
even though his grades were exceptional, 
he was refused admission to the University 
of California Medical School because the 
school had a quota of minority students to 
maintain. A Supreme Court decision is ex- 
pected soon. 
In the state of South Carolina, there ap- 
pears to be little discrimination against 
minorities at the schools contacted. 
A spokesman for the University of South 
Carolina Law School stated, "We admit 
about 220 new students each year. Each 
applicant must take the Princeton Press 
Exam, which gives us a predicted first- 
year grade average. We admit the ones 
with the best scores. It has been noted, 
however, that minorities do tend to have 
lower average scores, but on the other 
hand, we find that the students who look 
best on paper sometimes don't make the 
best grades. It's all pretty much a guess- 
ing game." 
The South Carolina Medical University 
admissions office said that there is no 
quota system in effect there. William Huff, 
admissions officer, noted. "We don't have 
a quota system of any kind here at the 
university. However, we do give some 
preference to in-state students. If it comes 
right down to an in-state student's admis- 
sion as opposed to an out-of-state student's 
admission, all things being equal, the in- 
state student would have the upper hand. 
We do this in hopes that the in-state stu- 
dent will stay in the state to practice 
medicine. The out-of-state student would 
more than likely return to his native 
state." 
As for Clemson University, according to 
William R. Mattox, dean of admissions, 
there is no quota system at Clemson. Mat- 
tox stated, "The word 'race' doesn't even 
appear on our APPLICATION FORMS." 
On the question of in-state students' hav- 
ing preference to out-of-state students at 
Clemson, Joseph McDevitt, vice-president 
for executive affairs, stated, "We are 
strictly on a first come-first served basis 
here. However, the fact that our out-of- 
state fees have increased lately may have 
some effect on the number of out-of-state 
students at Clemson. The percentage has 
dropped over the past few years, from 25 
per cent to about 15 per cent out-of-state 
students. But I don't know whether that is 
the reason." 
All the universities contacted said that 
they did not reserve any percentage of 
space for minorities. Most also stated that 
they did not actively recruit minorities. 
However, both Clemson and the Medical 
University have black admissions officers 
who visit schools. According to Mattox, 
"It's easier for a black student to talk to a 
black admissions officer, just as it is for a 
white student to talk to a white admissions 
officer. Therefore, we feel that it is in the 
best interest of the university to have 
both." 
Huff (at the Medical University) echoed 
Mattox's sentiments. "We don't actively 
recruit minorities because we don't have 
the money to offer a large number of 
scholarships like some of the larger 
universities. Therefore, the scholarships 
must go to the students with the best 
scores. However, we do have a black ad- 
missions officer for the same reasons as 
Clemson." 
Each of the schools have affirmative- 
action plans which are implemented by the 
federal government. The government 
reserves the right to refuse federal funds if 
the affirmative-action plans are not met. 
This involves maintaining equal standards 
for admission, as well as seeing that no 
discrimination due to race, color, creed or 
sex occurs. 
Spokesmen for both the USC Law School 
and the Medical University said that they 
are awaiting the decision in the Bakke 
case with some apprehension. If minority 
quotas are upheld by the Supreme Court, 
some policy changes could occur. The USC 
Law School spokesman said, "We are 
presently studying our admissions policies 
and the Bakke case. Any changes in our 
policy may depend on the Supreme Court's 
decision." 
Here at Clemson, McDevitt noted, "I 
don't see where a decision in the Bakke 
case would have any effect on us. As for 
my personal legal opinion, I think that the 
case may be sent back to the lower 
courts." 
Whatever the outcome, it appears that 
the universities in South Carolina are fair- 
ly well-entrenched in their policies. Depen- 
ding on the Supreme Court decision, South 
Carolina may be unaffected. 
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Georgia man draws life sentence in attack case 
By Thorn Taylor 
Editor in Chief 
James Madison Compton, one of two 
Georgia brothers accused in the Sept. 14 
attack on two Clemson students, was 
sentenced to life imprisonment plus 45 
years last Friday by Circuit Judge John 
Gentry. 
During what was scheduled to have been 
a brief arraignment following his Thurs- 
day afternoon extradition from Georgia, 
the 25-year-old Compton entered guilty 
pleas to charges of assault and battery 
with intent to kill, assault and battery of a 
high and aggravated nature, burglary and 
armed robbery. 
After entering the pleas, Compton's 
court-appointed attorney, Sidney 
McDaniel, gave a 30-minute presentation 
which labeled Compton as a "hard-luck 
man," addicted to drugs and driven to the 
attack by an unfaithful wife. 
Judge Gentry appeared unmoved by the 
presentation and proclaimed that the case 
cried for the ancient Biblical legal 
precepts of Moses. 
"And if I had the power to invoke it, I 
wouldn't hesitate for a minute," said Gen- 
try. 
Gentry sentenced Compton to life on the 
burglary charge, 10 years for aggravated 
assault, 25 years for armed robbery and 20 
years for assault and battery with intent to 
kill. 
The 25- and 20-year sentences are to run 
consecutively with the life term, while the 
10-year term for aggravated assault will 
run concurrently, giving Compton a life 
and 45-year term, 
Thirteenth Circuit Solicitor Billy Wilkins 
Coed attacked in church 
By Thom Taylor 
Editor in Chief 
A Clemson student, Michael Todd 
Earhart, has been arrested in connection 
with the assault of a Clemson coed last Fri- 
day afternoon. Earhart, 26, from Akron, 
Ohio, was arrested after he turned himself 
into Clemson city police later in the after- 
noon. 
According to Chief of Police Wayne 
Wardlaw, Earhart was in the ladies 
restroom of the Holy Trinity Episcopal 
Church when he was surprised by a 19- 
year-old Clemson coed. 
The suspect then blocked the door and 
began to "talk in a strange fashion," 
Wardlaw said. 
Eventually a struggle ensued which left 
the coed injured. Her assailant fled the 
church. 
The coed was taken to Redfern Health 
Center where she was treated for a 
dislocated jaw and some slight bruises. 
"There was no sexual assault involved 
at all," said Wardlaw. 
Earhart surrended himself to police late 
Friday afternoon and is being held in the 
Pickens County Law Enforcement Center 
in lieu of $10,000 bond. 
"He is charged with assault and battery 
of a high and aggravated nature and 
strong armed robbery," said Wardlaw. 
The robbery charge stems from the fact 
that the coed's pocketbook was taken by 
the assailant. 
armers Hall Tea Room and Restaurant 
SPECIAL BRUNCH 
before the game or 
dinner by candlelight 
after the game. 
"those sourcream drop biscuits you'll never forqet." 
Dine on international cuisine In an 
elegant atmosphere. 
Tues.-Sat. 8:30-10:30 Breakfast by reservation $2.50-3.95 
Tues.-Sat. 10:00-12:00 Brunch S3.95 
Frl. & Sat. 6:30-9:30 Dinner by candlelight $7.00 and up • 
Located on the Square in Historic Pendleton, S.C. 
Reservations preferred Call 646-7P24  
University Square - 302 Seneca Re)., Clemson, S.C. 
Now serving... 
the best pizzas in town! 
Free, on-compus 
delivery! 
5pm-10pm 7 Days A Week 
Coll 654-6095 
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said parole will be "out of the question" for 
some time. "I'm sure it won't even be con- 
sidered for 17, 18 or even 20 years. That's 
been my experience, but that's up to the 
parole board and I have no way of know- 
ing." 
Wilkins told the Tiger in a phone inter- 
view that he was "not surprised at all by 
the severity of the sentence passed by 
Judge Gentry. When you look at the crime 
he committed, I think you'll agree with the 
sentence I fully expected it." 
When questioned as to why James 
Compton chose to plead guilty, Wilkins 
responded: "I think he got up here and saw 
that we had an air-tight case. We're glad 
he did, but we were fully prepared to go to 
trial immediately." 
Compton was transported to Columbia 
earlier this week where he will undergo 
medical evaluation at a department of cor- 
rections institution. "When that's over," 
said Wilkins, "I imagine he will be assign- 
ed to one of the two maximum-security 
prisons in the state." 
James Compton's brother, 18-year-old 
Marty Gaines Compton, is also being held 
in connection with the assault. On Oct. 3, 
Marty Compton entered a plea of guilty to 
the charge of assault and battery of a high 
and aggravated nature before Judge Gen- 
try. 
At that time, Gentry delayed sentencing, 
and ordered a pre-sentence investigation. 
"That is nothing unusual at all," said 
Solicitor Wilkins. "We don't think Marty 
had any idea at all of exactly what James 
was going to do. He was influenced by 
James all the way." 
Wilkins continued, "James was the real 
schemer, the mastermind of this thing. We 
want to make sure Marty only gets what he 
should. 
"In fact," said Wilkins, "Marty was ful- 
ly prepared to cooperate with us in a trial. 
He was ready to tell the whole truth about 
this matter." 
Hyatt Whetsell, court investigator in the 
13th Circuit solicitor's office, said, "We 
will try to find out everything about him 
(Marty), and this will determine what kind 
of sentence he will receive. 
"If the investigation is completed in 
time, there is a good possibility Marty 
Compton will be sent over to Greenville 
Court of General Sessions next week to be 
sentenced by Judge Gentry." 
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The best winter clothing by 
the best in the business- 
We've just received the most complete lines of winter gear in Clemson...down 
parkas, shirts, tents, sleeping bags. 
They're high, but we've got a lay-a-way plan you won't believe. And they're 
worth every penny. Let us show you why. 
And all you folks who don't believe in Santa Claus and Clemson backpacking 
shops...come on down. We'll make believers out of you. 
The Good Earth 












How much longer 
until luck runs out? 
There are few issues that are as sensitive as those 
of student health and safety. With a full-time popula- 
tion of 10,000, there can be no mistake that providing 
emergency medical treatment is an important con- 
sideration. // 
Yet, once^ again, a student lay injured on the Clem- 
son campus for almost half an hour before an am- 
bulance was made available to the scene. —^™ 
Luckily for Scott Shelley, the injuries he received 
were not so critical that time was an important fac- 
tor. But what about the next time a student needs 
emergency treatment? Will he or she be as fortunate? 
Student health and safety policies are a sad 
paradox on the Clemson campus. Automobile traffic 
is blocked during the day to aid students in walking to 
classes safely. The Mell Hall parking lot was done 
away with last year because it was deemed a hazard 
to both pedestrians and automobile drivers as well. 
Yet, when it comes to providing an ambulance for the 
emergency medical treatment of a seriously injured 
student, no one seems to want to act. 
The Clemson area is the home for about 20,000 peo- 
ple. It is serviced by ambulances from various areas, 
but only one is close enough to handle a real emergen- 
cy. Unfortunately, the other ambulance services have 
handicapped this local service with restrictions 
because it is run on a non-profit basis. 
The commercial ambulance services claim that 
they can respond to a call on the Clemson campus in a 
number of minutes. But because of a communications 
breakdown, they were delayed in getting to Scott 
Shelley. What assurance is there that they will be 
quicker next time? 
What is needed to assure that Clemson University is 
provided with rapid ambulance service is an on- 
campus rescue unit. Such a unit existed on this cam- 
pus until the late 1960's, when it was discontinued 
because of lack of use. Since that time, the university 
has grown larger, and the frequency of accidents has 
grown likewise. 
Dr. Judson Hair and Dean Walter Cox find trained 
personnel and prohibitive costs, respectively, as the 
roadblocks to such a unit. Student government has 
already found some volunteers to work with the ser- 
vice, and the security department now has in its 
possession a van originally purchased for use as an 
ambulance. Therefore, it seems as though the univer- 
sity has a foot in the door and is not even aware of it. 
There has been some question as to what would be 
the physical limits of a campus rescue service if one 
is established. The present policy for the campus fire 
department is to assist off-campus fires as a back-up 
unit. Why couldn't a campus rescue unit do likewise? 
This is not the first time the Tiger has called for 
adequate ambulance service for the campus. Articles 
and editorials published by this newspaper date back 
three years or more. 
Half-way answers to the problem have come and 
gone with time. But there has yet to be a permanent 
adequate ambulance service established. 
Clemson is a large university now. And it is time for 
the need of this university for an emergency rescue 
unit to be recognized. Costs seem to be the major 
drawback for an adequate service. But when lives 
hang in the balance, there is no cost too great. 
Let us hope that a permanent decision for some sort 
of emergency service is made soon...because one of 
these days, students like Scott Shelley are going to 
run out of luck. 




During my three years at 
Clemson, I have been very im- 
pressed with the overall ap- 
pearance on the campus. The 
buildings are very modern and 
add to the beauty of our campus. 
One of the structures on campus, 
the amphitheater, is very special 
to students like me, as well as 
graduates. It is one of the oldest 
spots on campus and is beginning 
to show it's age. The administra- 
tion has come out with a plan that 
will change the beauty of the col- 
umns and surrounding trees into 
a very simplistic-looking brick 
wall. I would like to see the am- 
phitheater redesigned in its 
original form that it now has. 
If students want to express this 
same opinion, a rally will be held 
in the amphitheater Oct. 18 at 7 
p.m. We are calling ourselves the 
Save Our Amphitheater People 
(SOAP) and unless we express 
our feelings to the administra- 
tion, we will lose' a very precious 
and sacred part of Clemson to 
modernization. 
Save our amphitheater people! 




With the incident that occurred 
last week, I think it is about time 
for us to realize that the present 
Emergency Medical System 
needs upgrading. Up to a year 
ago, this area was served by Cen- 
tral Rescue Squad. Because Cen- 
tral Rescue Squad was providing 
free service, other areas of the 
county, being forced to pay for 
the Pickens County Emergency 
Squad, began to complain. The 
county commissioners, in reply, 
stationed a Pickens County unit 
in this area and forced Central 
Rescue Squad to provide back-up 
service only. During this past 
year, Central Rescue Squad has 
never been dispatched when the 
Pickens County unit was on a 
call. 
As for the university starting 
its own ambulance service, it will 
 
be mainly up to the students and 
student government. The ad- 
ministration is in a financial 
pinch and cannot fund money to 
this project without cutting other 
services or projects. What can be 
done is to increase medical fees 
to cover the cost of starting and 
operating an ambulance service. 
This increase would be in the 
range of $2-$5 per year. Is this 
asking too much from the 
students? Is $5 too steep a price to 
pay for a service that might save 
a life? You are the ones who have 
to decide. Student government 
needs to know your decision, so 
we know which way to go. 
Jeff Baumann 
footnotes 
"I'm almost afraid to say anything for fear of being 
quoted." 
-Adm. Joseph McDevitt, addressing 
the student senate. 
"If I had the power to invoke it, I wouldn't hesitate for 
a minute." 
-Circuit Judge John Gentry calling 
for the use of the' 'law of Moses'' 
on James Compton, the attacker of 
two Clemson students. 
"Please don't give them (committee reports) to Andy 
Berly in advance; they get lost." 
-Janice Snipes, 
secretary of student senate. 
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By Chick Jacobs 
Editorial Writer 
The fourteenth amendment to the United 
States Constitution states that no in- 
dividual shall be discriminated against 
because of his race. This amendment was 
placed in the constitution to protect the 
rights of minority groups within the coun- 
try, and once it was enforced it was an ef- 
fective barrier against minority 
discrimination. 
Recently, under the guise of equality, 
the fourteenth amendment has been 
rendered ineffective by "an action none of 
the founding fathers foresaw: reverse 
discrimination. 
Simply speaking, reverse discrimination 
is the alloting of privileges to minority 
groups at the expense of those who are not 
in the minority. It removes any pretense of 
being equal in that it prevents all aspirants 
from having an equal chanr*       ■ tir     , The Alan Paul Bakke vs. California 
Medical is a prime example of reverse 
discrimination. Bakke was denied admit- 
tance to medical school because, under 
federal guidelines, the school had to 
reserve a certain number of spaces for 
minority students. Their scores were not 
as important as their culture or race. 
In effect, Bakke was told that he could 
not go to medical school because he was 
white. He challenged the decision, and it is 
now before the Supreme Court. 
The intent of the law Bakke challenged 
was both clear and admirable. It sought to 
advance the social level of disadvantaged 
minorities. Very few people would deny 
this point. 
The main difficulty arises when this ad- 
vancement takes precedent over the rights 
of other Americans. During the last few 
years some affirmative-action programs, 
in the name of social advancement, have 
trodden on the constitutional rights, of 
others. 
The entire program that is indirectly on 
trial along with the Bakke case began 
about 12 years ago. In the wake of cries for 
social justice and total equality, Lyndon 
Johnson founded several organizations 
aimed at helping minorities. HEW, OEO 
and other federal groups, were instrumen- 
tal in diverting the anger of riots into the 
energy of developing a better life for all 
minorities. 
By the early 1970's much of the work 
begun by these groups was completed. 
Some guidelines were necessary, to be 
sure, but by and large no one was able to 
refrain from offering employment due to 
race. 
At this point abuses of the programs 
began. It became necessary for employers 
to have a certain number of minority 
employees in certain positions, whether 
they were the most qualified for those jobs 
or not. The quota system replaced the 
most fit employee. 
A law which places the rights or 
privileges of one group over another, as 
does the quota system in California, is a 
direct violation of the 14th amendment. 
A law which suppresses the rights of a 
group, any group, should be deemed illegal 
and unconstitutional. 
There are no easy answers to the pro- 
blem that the quota system has tried to 
rectify. Perhaps the real answer lies in in- 
A closed door 
creasing the allocation of federal money 
going into elementary and secondary 
education. 
Were such a step taken,, the education of 
all students would be equalized and the 
overall test scores of minorities should 
rise. If this occurred, more minorities 
would be able to enter higher positions 
without artificial standards being placed 
on others. 
Another possible remedy would be to 
structure pre admittance courses for all 
deserving—but educationally deprived— 
students. This would also raise minority 
scores without having to close the doors to 
deserving white students. 
The easiest answer was the one first to 
be tried: let minorities in, even if they 
aren't as qualified. It is now time for the 
government to stop treating the symptoms 
of social illness and seek a cure instead. 
Nothing can be gained by turning away 
qualified applicants, no matter who they 
are. The only action is to have a system in 
which all who should be qualified would be. 
That can't be done with false quotas or 
discriminatory guidelines. 
It can only be accomplished by giving all 






Monday October 17th 
through 
Thursday October 20th 
during the hours of 
9:00-12:00 and 1:00-5:00 
to be photographed in the 
7th Level of Johnstone Hall 
Above the Loggia 
NO SITTING CHARGE 
COATS AND TIES PLEASE 
X ' \\ 
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THE DEAN OF BEER 
SUGGESTS ALL STUDENTS IMPROVE THEIR 
READING. WRITING. AND PUNTING. 
Fellow Beer Persons, life is full of problems. 
Fortunately, as your Dean of Beer, 1 am full of 
answers. For example, many problems can be 
avoided with good reading skills. Such as 
"Danger. Wild Boar Ahead!' 
Many others can be avoided through good 
writing skills. Such as "Dear Mom, Send Cash!' 
However, some problems require more. 
Some problems require special attention. 
Such as "Good evening, Officer. What can 
I do for you?" 
That is why, in addition to the fine arts 
of reading and writing, I recommend you 
master the fine art of punting. Preferably 
with either foot. That is also why I am 
offering $5.00 off the suggested retail 
price of an official, intercollegiate- 
quality UHCoOTi football, with the 
Schlitz emblem. So you can 
practice. (Besides, no one would 
be interested if I offered $5.00 
off on lip balm.) Class 
dismissed. 
WORD 
AND SAVE UP TO $5.00 
THE SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE 
OFFICIAL UHboti' FOOTBALL. 
NOW ONLY $14.95 
nd order with check or money order payable to: 
Schlitz "Dean of Beer" 
Post Office Box 9448 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55194 
Schlitz Intercollegiate-Quality Football(s)'" $14.95 each. 
Schlitz "Dean of Beer" Athletic Jersey(s) in size(s)  
Qu»ntiiy (small, medium, large, extra-large) at $4.50 each. 
$ Total enclosed—includes shipping and handling. 
ffi 1977 Jos Schlllj Brewing Co. Milwaukee. WIs. 53201 
Offer void where prohibited by law. 
Allow 4 weeks for shipment. Offer expires March 1. 1978. 
- 
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Students continue fight against renovation plan 
Students continued their efforts to block 
current renovation plans to the outdoor 
theater this week. These plans call for 
drastic changes to the appearance of the 
theater, commonly called the am- 
phitheater by students. 
Stanley Nicholas, vice-president of 
development, appeared before student 
senate last Monday night, along with 
Robert Eflin, of the master planner's of- 
fice, and Adm. Joseph McDevitt, vice 
president for executive affairs, to explain 
the administration's position on renova- - 
tion plans and to answer questions posed to 
them by the senators. 
Nicholas began the presentation by giv- 
ing a brief background on the renovation 
plan. According to Nicholas, the idea of 
renovation began officially at a meeting of 
representatives from various groups Oct. 
16,1976. The renovation plan later moved 
through various university committees, 
and was finalized at a meeting of the board . 
of trustees this summer. Nicholas did men- 
tion that the renovation plan had been op- 
posed by the student senate in November 
1976. 
Eflin then took the floor. "In the five 
years that I have been at Clemson, I have 
been involved with the outdoor theater in 
some way every year." He explained that 
the seats were in bad shape and that the 
area was hard to keep clean. 
He went on to describe the condition of 
the structure. "The towers are structural- 
v ' v.        ■ : : ' :: ^ 
Photo by Heriot 
THE ARTIST'S RENDITION is the controversial plan for renovation of the outdoor 
theater. The plan calls for the removal of the columns, and the use of red brick for the 
stage wall. 
NICHOLAS photo by Chriss 
ly unsafe. The present stage is eroded and 
cracked. The outdoor theater, in its pre- 
sent state, is not what you can be proud 
of." 
After the administrators' presentation, 
student senators took turns criticizing the 
proposed renovation. 
"A lot of students came up to me and 
said they were displeased with this plan. 
There is a lot to be said for the atmosphere 
that is there now," stated Steve Leslie, of 
F-section Johnstone. 
Kevin Martin, an off-campus senator, 
commented, "It (the outdoor theater) is an 
enjoyable spot to sit. More people are us- 
ing the outdoor theater than the library." 
"I think that the columns add to the at- 
mosphere of the place," said Mike 
Dunham of A-section. "They are not, in my 
opinion, in conflict with the library." 
Under the current plan, the columns are to 
be done away with, and the white plaster 
wall is to be replaced with red brick. "One 
of the objections I have to this campus is 
the use of one kind of brick. I think you are 
trying to keep the outdoor theater here, but 
in the process, you are sliding it under the 
rug." 
The senate took almost an hour to 
discuss the proposed outdoor theater 
renovation. A resolution calling for the 
blockage of the plans was introduced in the 
senate by student body president Mike 
Baxley last week. The resolution is still 
under consideration in the general affairs 
committee. 
The executive staff of student govern- 
ment is also throwing its hat in the ring to 
stop the plan. Susan Smiley, chairman of 
the executive staff, stated that her staff 
had a three-fold program. "One, we are 
contacting alumni to get their opinions. Se- 
cond, contacting, hopefully, the majority 
of students on campus. Third, contacting 
people in the school of architecture and 
getting the architectural aspects involv- 
ed." 
Smiley stated that students had already 
begun to give her their inputs. "I have had 
students calling or leaving me notes all 
day. Some concerned architecture 
students met with my committee tonight 
(Tuesday), and some others have come to 
me and asked what they could do to help. 
They are going to try to get support, 
criticism, and feedback, mostly from the 
architecture school. 
"The problem is that students are not 
aware of what is happening to the am- 
phitheater." Smiley outlined her plan to 
make students aware of this situation. 
"Every senator has a copy of the sketches. 
They will take them to their dorms and 
talk to the students. Our hope is that every 
student can see the plan and formulate an 
opinion either way.'' 
According to Smiley, petitions will be 
circulated for students' signatures. "We 
are going to wait until Friday to begin peti- 
tioning. We will contact the senators by 
then and have them circulate the petitions 
among their constituents." 
The data gathered from the petitions will 
be compiled for presentation to the ad- 
ministration. "I venture to say that by the 
middle of next week we will have the data 
together. It will be presented to the board 
of trustees," continued Smiley. 
Smiley said she believed that if student 
input was strong enough, the board of 
trustees would change its mind on the pro- 
posed renovation. 
The current renovation plan is scheduled 
to go into effect during Christmas 
holidays. If students are not successful in 
their attempts to block this program, 
demolition of the existing outdoor theater 
will begin then. 
Business club takes award 
Celebrate Their Homecoming With 
Our Victory 
CHUCK AAANGIONE 
and the chuck mangione quartet 
Two Shows At Duke 
| Saturday Oct. 15 
| 8:30 and 11:00 
In Page Auditorium on the Duke campus 
Tickets on sale day of the show for $4.50 & $5.50 
presentation of the Duke University Union Fine Arts Committee 
 i  
By Lynn Holt 
Features Writer 
The Clemson chapter of the American 
Society of Personnel Administration 
(ASPA) has been recognized as one of the 
eight national winners of the ASPA 
Superior Merit Award. 
One hundred universities applied for the 
award, given in St. Louis at the national 
ASPA convention. 
To win. the award, the ASPA chapter on 
this campus accumulated the highest 
number of points for student involvement 
in the organization. Guest speakers, plant 
tours and attending ASPA meetings were 
only a few of the activities involved. 
First chartered in 1975, the Clemson 
branch is the largest student chartered 
chapter in ASPA's history. In its third 
year, the group is composed of approx- 
imately 40 members. 
Although ASPA is a professional 
business organization related to the per- 
sonnel field, students majoring in other 
areas may also participate in the organiza- 
tion. 
Under the leadership of faculty advisor 
Col. Thomas Maertens and president Tony 
Barnhill, this year's ASPA hopes to con- 
tinue with its achievements. 
Vice president Ellen Hair reflected the 
members' attitudes in saying, "We're go- 
ing to try to do it again this year." 
Besides national recognition, ASPA of- 
fers many opportunities to the individual 
student. According to Barnhill, ASPA 
gives students a chance to get an idea of 
what the real business world is like and a 
chance to meet actual businessmen—what 
his job entails and what to look for in the 
future." 
^tkM^Dtm^K ^ft.ieym 
SPECTRUM OF SOUND 
■ ■• 
Come Check Out SONY'S New Direct  t 
Drive Turntables Starting 
'\ With The PS-T2 At $135.00 f 
Semi-Automatic Direct Drive 
i i     By-Pass 123 (Beneath Bonanza) Seneca, S.C. 
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Tech plans controversial four-year program 
By Tisha Barnhill 
News Editor 
Greenville Tec has announced a con- 
troversial proposal for establishing a four- 
year degree program at the school. This 
program would expand the two-year 
school by offering four-year degrees in 
several technical fields. 
According to Dr. Thomas Barton, Green- 
ville Tec president, they are concentrating 
on the engineering and allied health fields 
now. 
"It's a continuation of present technical 
programs we have on campus," Barton 
said. "It's a case of the present two-year 
program not having enough content to 
keep up with technological changes." 
This recommendation resulted from a 
study requested by Rep. Nick Theodore 
and Sen. Harry Chapman of Greenville. It 
would make Tec the only four-year 
technical college in South Carolina. 
The study said that there is a need for 
advanced degrees in health, management, 
engineering technology and public service. 
According to the report, the expansion is 
needed to satisfy the growing labor 
demands of Greenville industries and 
businesses. 
Barton has run into opposition, though. 
Some groups are not supporting the plan. 
He said that the State Development Board 
came out against it "because of a lack of 
understanding that we're not talking about 
liberal arts as much as technical train- 
ing." 
Institutions of higher education have 
also spoken out against this exDansion 
KING OF BEERS® • ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC. • ST LOUIS 
0 ENGLISH MAJORS 
SAY BUDWEISERI 
plan. Although earlier publications stated 
that Clemson officials approved this plan, 
Clemson President R. C. Edwards said 
that no official statement had been made. 
When asked about his ideas concerning 
the expansion, Edwards refrained from 
commenting. He said that now is "not the 
time or the place" to state his'opinion. "It 
would serve no purpose to talk about 
something prematurely.'' 
Barton said that he felt Tec's expansion 
would not be a duplicate of other universi- 
ty programs. He also said that he did not 
feel that the four-year program would af- 
fect Clemson and the other universities in 
the area. "The people we're talking about 
serving aren't going to Clemson to start 
with. Their education has got to be done in 
an instituation that is flexible." 
According to Barton, the people in this 
program would be people who work and 
can only go to school at night. "We're not 
talking about the same clientele," he said. 
Barton said that Greenville Tec was not 
moving toward a liberal arts program. 
Critics of the program, though, feel that 
the expansion will eventually move Tec 
away from its technical training. 
The establishment of these four-year 
degrees would cause Tec to have to expand 
its staff and such facilities as the library. 
Most of the money to fund the project 
would be provided by the state. Tuition 
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Legal aid service utilized by few students 
By Gary Brannon 
News Writer 
How often have you felt that you have 
suffered some form of legal abuse in per- 
sonal or business transactions? Student 
government now offers you the opportuni- 
ty — through its legal aid program — to 
discover whether or not your legal rights 
have been violated. 
This service is offered free to any stu- 
dent currently attending Clemson. The stu- 
dent seeking legal aid should go to the stu- 
dent government office and present a valid 
I.D. and/or student use card. After filling 
out a voucher entitling him to a 20-minute 
consultation with the program's attorneys, 
the student may arrange an appointment 
for a time.which is mutually convenient for 
him and the counseling attorney. Each stu- 
dent is entitled to two conference sessions 
in any one academic year. 
Mike Morris, program coordinator, 
revealed that during the first two weeks 
the service was available, only five 
students sought counseling. Commenting 
on the light response, Morris said, "I'm 
disappointed, because I had anticipated 
nearly 30 referrals in that time. I hope the 
reason they are not utilizing the service is 
because they are fortunate enough not to 
have any legal problems, but I'm afraid 
it's because they don't know about the pro- 
gram." 
Morris explained that a common 
misconception among students might be 
that conferences were intended for discus- 
sion of problems relating to criminal law 
only. Morris hastened to dispel this con- 
cept. "On the contrary, the attorneys are 
prepared to advise the students in areas of 
consumer complaint, debt collection, 
domestic relations, employment, student 
rights, insurance, landlord/tenant 
disputes, real property, traffic offenses 
and others as well as criminal law. 
The student government is unable to pro- 
vide legal representation for students, but 
many problems can be solved or avoided 
through counseling of this nature. Also," 
Morris added, "as in any attorney/client 
relationship, these conferences are strictly 
confidential." 
A question about the subject of student 
rights prompted Morris to elaborate. 
"Yes, the attorneys retained by the pro- 
gram are free to advise students in 
disputes against the university." 
Morris expressed concern for continua- 
tion of the program. "I hope students are 
not waiting until some later time to take 
advantage of this service, because unless 
we can show a substantial demand through 
increased student participation, the pro- 
gram may not be continued after the cur- 
rent funds are depleted." 
Observations by students who have used 
the service have been favorable. 
Larry Schissel, a graduate student, had 
sought advice through this program regar- 
ding a landlord/tenant dispute, and he 
commented on his experience. "The at- 
torney I spoke to seemed very 
knowledgeable and was able to answer all 
my questions in only 15 minutes. I am very 
pleased with this service, and I think that 
if it is continued it will be a great help to 
the students." 
Marcus Waldron, another graduate stu- 
dent, used this service after a recent 
automobile accident and also expressed 
satisfaction. "I was interested in my legal 
rights concerning compensation for 
damages incurred in the accident, and the 
gentleman I spoke to provided the exact in- 
formation I needed. I endorse the program 
as essential for students who would other- 
wise be unable to afford legal advice." MORRIS photo by Chriss 
Senate passes parts of package 
The Student Senate passed some of the 
resolutions in Student Body President 
Mike Baxley's legislative package at their 
meeting Monday night. 
Orders for the day were suspended so 
that the outdoor theater renovation plans 
could be discussed. Stanley Nicholas, vice 
president for development, spoke on the 
history of the renovation plans. Bob Eflin, 
from the office of the master planner, 
discussed the planned structure. 
After the speeches, a question-and- 
answer session was held. Students asked 
questions and gave their opinions concern- 
ing the outdoor theater to Nicholas and 
Eflin. 
The senate voted to allow emergency 
funding for the Art League. This money 
will be used for transportation on several 
trips. 
The general affairs committee brought a 
resolution calling for a change in student 
gate policy for football games. Through 
this resolution, students would be allowed 
to enter gate nine. This resolution was 
passed by the Senate. 
A resolution, setting the total enrollment 
at 10,000, was also passed. The senate 
voted to support the Clemson University 
Minority Council. 
The senate also approved a resolution 
calling for the approval of the construction 
of a fence or the removal of any trees by 
the university cabinet. Also approved was 
the resolution that a pedestrian crosswalk 
be painted between Johnston C-section and 
the Calhoun Mansion. 
A change in diploma style passed in the 
senate. According to this resolution, the 
academic affairs committee will choose 
the style from among six designs. Among 
these six will be the current style. 
A resolution to extend the hours of opera- 
tion of the east campus canteen to those of 
the west campus and to make both check 
cashing policies identical was also passed. 
^990m9mmmmmmm»mmm»—•••••••—•••—••••••••••••••••••••—••••—••••••••••• >••••« 
It's that time again—time for what you may 
ask_the answer is—Nonsense—November 
Nonsense that is! This year's November 
Nonsense will be on November 6 and it pro- 
mises to be the best event of the year so don't 
miss it. 
Coming to our campus on November 8 is the 
AMAZING RANDI,a magician and escape ar- 
tist. 
Don't forget to sign up to ride the victory bus 
to USC sponsored by the Travel Committee. It 
only costs $5.00. Sign up at Union Information 
Desk. 
It's not too late to sign up for the Gatlinburg, 
Tenn. trip. Details at Union Information Desk. 
Flying home for Thanksgiving. Let the 
Union Travel Center help. For further in- 
formation call 656-2461 or stop by today. Office 
hours are from 9-10 a.m. and 2:30-4:30 p.m. 
Monday thru Friday. 
Come all you ghosts, goblins, spooks and 
roaches to the Halloween All-Niter on October 
28. It's sure to be a big Spook splash. All you 
pumpkin eaters, we'll have pie for you. All you 
apple freaks come bob for your apple. All you 
movie mummies come see our horror films. If 
you're a disco dummy you're welcome too. 
There will be lot's of fun all through the night 








: JOHNNY PORRAZZO 
I Friday, Oct. 14, Tillman Auditorium, 8:30 
I p.m., admission $1.00. Tickets available Oc- 
I tober 10-14, Monday thru Friday, 11-1 and 5-7 
: p.m. CUSU Info Desk and at the door. See 
•videotape on the loggia for a sneak preview. 
! .......••••••••.•*»••••••••** ••••• • * - - - 
Oktoberfest Beer Garden, 4:30-7:00 p.m., 
area behind Hanover House, music by WSBF, 
25<t beer, proof of age required, sponsored by 
CD/CC. 
UNION SIGN SERVICE 
If you have events or meetings that need 
publicizing, consider having posters printed 
by us. Our new service can produce an assort- 
ment of attention-getting signs in various sizes 
and colors. Also neat official-looking signs for 
your door, bulletin board or whatever. 
Organizations or individuals. 7th level over 











Coffeehouse temporarily closed for innova- 
tion. ROBB GOLDSTEIN can be seen in 
EDGAR'S Night Club Oct. 20-22. Shows at 8:30 
nightly except Friday 5:30-8 p.m., admission 
50<t, bring I .D. and proof of age. 
VIDEOTAPE 
"The Gladiators"—Grand Prize 1970 Inter- 
national Science Fiction Film Festival. A war 
game in 1994 where general from the East and 
West feed strategy to a violent but neutral 
computer and watch their teams fight on 
Saturday night TV. Oct. 17-23 on the loggia. 
MOVIES 
Free Flick: "Bullitt," 8 p.m. 
Monday-Friday, "Network," 6:45 & 9p.m. 
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Campus vandalism considered light 
By Lynn McCracken 
News Writer 
Although there is not a high rate of van- 
dalism on the Clemson University campus, 
instances of vandalism do occur. One such 
instance occurred this past Homecoming 
weekend in Lever Hall. An elevator door 
was demolished, but no one in Lever Hall 
claims to have seen any persons in the act. 
On Oct. 8 the front door of the Lever Hall 
canteen was broken into. Officers Lee and 
Wardlaw   of   the   security   department 
discovered at about 12:25 a.m. that the 
door had been broken into. 
Other instances of vandalism in the dor- 
mitories usually cause such damages as 
broken windows and doors on which 
obscenities have been carved. Also, the 
locks on the doors are often tampered 
with, and sometimes students put glue in 
the locks. 
According to Almeda Rogers of the hous- 
ing office, there is not as much damage 
done in Lever Hall, a dormitory of mostly 
upperclassmen, as in certain sections of 
Johnstone. Rogers also said of Johnstone 
Hall, "Vandalism in sections A,B,C and D 
has decreased greatly since last year. I 
feel that this decrease is mostly due to the 
improvements such as new lighting and 
new ceilings, and the installation of carpet, 
which have made the environment better 
there." 
According to Chief Jack Weeden of the 
university security department, some of 
the most frequent problems of vandalism 
are the breaking off of antennas from cars, 
and the stealing of tape players from cars. 
Recently a car parked on a serivce road 
near Johnstone was dented on its right 
rear and bumper. This damage was not 
due to a collision, but to vandalism. 
Weeden also said that walk lights around 
the campus are occasionally knocked out. 
According to Chief Weeden, the number of 
vandalism cases on the Clemson campus 
are few, considering the number of 
students. 
WE WANT TO HELP 
HOTLINE 
654-1040 
How to convince 
Mom and Dad to buy you 
a prepaid Trailways ticket home 
Check boxes, clip out, mail to parents. 
Dear Mom and Dad, 
Things are swell here at college except, of course, the 
food, which is so bad that I'm □ down to 91 lbs. □ living on 
salted water □ sending samples to the biology lab □ hoping 
you'll buy me a prepaid Trailways ticket home to get a decent 
meal. 
I sure could go for some of Mom's good ol' □ apple pie 
□ Riz de Veau a la Financiere □ biood transfusions □ Trail- 
ways tickets paid for at your local station and picked up at 
mine. 
Dad, next time we get together, I want to tell you 
□ about my part-time job □ how I suddenly realized what a 
truly wise and magnanimous fellow you are □ where I left 
your car last New Year's Eve □ thanks for making this trip 
possible with a prepaid Trailways ticket. 
I also need some advice on' □ a personal matter □ my 
backhand □ where one can hire decent servants these days 
□ how to separate you from a few bucks for a prepaid Trail- 
ways ticket. 
Got to sign off now and go □ to class □ to pieces 
□ drop three or four courses □ to the Trailways station to 
see if anyone sent me a prepaid ticket to get out of here for 
the weekend. 
Love, 
P. S.. Just go to the Trailways station and pay for my ticket, tell 
them who it's for and where I am. I pick the ticket up here 
when I go to catch the bus. 
There is a $5 service charge for preiaid tickets. The user will be notified by the nearest Trailways terminal when the ticket is read v. Prepaid 
round-trip tickets are good for one j/ear from the date of purchase. Prepaid one-way tickets are good for 60 days from the date of purchase. 
Trailways 
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Sir Mark to speak at Tillman 
Sir Robert Mark, director of the New 
Scotland Yard, will speak in Tillman 
Auditorium Monday, Oct. 17, at 8 p.m. 
Mark will be speaking on a comparison 
of the British and American criminal 
justice systems and will include a discus- 
sion of world-wide terrorism. 
Having a reputation as one of the most 
progressive and effective police organiza- 
tions in the world, Scotland Yard has had 
much success in dealing with crimes such 
as murder, robbery and political ter- 
rorism. 
Mark joined the Manchester City Police 
in 1937. He served in the Uniform Branch. 
Criminal Investigation Department and 
Administration Department, until 1956. 
Then as Chief Superintendent of Ad- 
ministration, he was appointed Chief Con- 
stable of Leicester. 
In 1967. he was appointed to the 
Metropolitan Force as Assistant Commis- 
sioner in Personnel and Training. Later, 
he became Assistant Commissioner of 
Traffic. 
He was appointed Deputy Commissioner 
April 5.1968 and Commissioner of Police of 
the Metropolis April 17, 1972. 
Mark was a member of the Standing Ad- 
visory Council on the Penal System and an 
Assessor to Lord Mountbatten's enquiry 
into prison security in 1966. 
In 1965, Mark was awarded the Queen's 
Police Medal for Distinguished Service. 
He was given the honor of Knight Bachelor 
by Elizabeth II in the New V'ear Honors 
List (1973) and appointed Knight Grand 
Cross of the Most Excellent Order of the 
British Empire in 1977. 






Find out how next week. That's when you'll be 
getting "Insider"—a free magazine supplement to 
your college newspaper. It's another better idea 
from Ford. "Insider" won't give you advice on your 
love life, but it will give you help on what's almost as 
important. The subject is "Focus on Personal 
Energy: The New Fitness." Watch for it! 
•• 
Look for insider- 
Fords continuing series of college newspaper supplements. 
FORD DIVISION 
75,H ANNIVERSARY 
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T Stock market futures 
signal uncertainties 
By Lee Muller 
News Writer 
With the mention it receives daily in the 
news, the periodic features, and the mini- 
market of magazines devoted to finance, 
the "stock market" would seem to be as 
much a part of everyone's conciousness as 
the weather. Most people pay it even less 
attention. Up and down, so what? So there 
have been more down days than up days in 
the last six months. The Dow Jones 
average price index has declined almost 17 
per cent. 
The loss of individuals' savings is cer- 
tainly tragic, but is the Dow Jones decline 
of any other real signifigance? A poll of 
finance and economics faculty reveals 
several facets of the relationship between 
the stock market and society. Edgar Wig- 
gins, who teaches finance, pointed out that 
it would be a leading indicator of what in- 
vestors will do regarding the rest of the 
economy. There is an old truism that if 
enough people expect a recession or a 
boom, they will get one. 
PRINZINGER 
Photo by Toulmin 
Economist Dennis Placone sees no 
reason to assume investors to have better 
information than the rest of us. Most of the 
trading is done by institutions — banks, in- 
surance companies, pensions — which 
may tend to be more conservative. The 
market definitely is a market, just one of 
many in our economy. Stocks must com- 
pete with other places for people to store 
their savings. 
Presently, the bond market is paying a 
better return in the long run, and money 
seems to be moving into bonds. Companies 
just do not raise capital by issuing new 
stock like they once did; they borrow from 
the banks and bond markets. Many bond 
incomes are exempt from income taxes, 
whereas stock dividends are taxed as 
regular income. Any profits on the sale are 
taxed as capital gains if they are held for 
nine months. 
Since corporations are already taxed, 
there is some talk of removing the tax on 
dividends, but Wiggins points out, "It 
would only help the old, established com- 
panies. New firms don't pay high 
dividends. They are a risk, and the in- 
vestor hopes to make a long-term profit on 
their research, like IBM or Polaroid. I'm 
afraid this would really hurt new 
technologies, like solar energy, the most." 
Inflation is a factor. It lowers profits. 
Unprofitable firms can't pay dividends, 
and unprofitable stocks get sold. Inflation 
means uncertainty, which explains the 
strong buying by consumers and the reluc- 
tance of businessmen to build plants and 
hire. 
"Right now we're in a drift," says Wig- 
gins, "not a fall, but definitely 
downward." 
Economist W.C. Whitten thinks many in- 
dividual investors place too much em- 
phasis on anything and everything in the 
news, from the Middle East to the Presi- 
dent's health. What is significant is that 
small investors are jumpy. The recessions 
of 1970 and 1973 "burned" so many of them 
that they left the market for quite a while, 
if not for good. Two million fewer in- 
dividuals are bidding for stocks today than 
in 1973. 
"The propertied class is scared," ac- 
cording to Economist Joseph Prinzinger. 
"We are seeing a normal reaction of free 
people to increased regulation and uncer- 




After college, what will I do? 
That's a question a lot of 
young people ask themselves 
these days. 
But a two-year Air Force 
ROTC scholarship can help 
provide the answers. Succes- 
sful completion of the program 
gets you an Air Force commis- 
sion along with an excellent 
starting salary, a challenging 
job, promotion opportunities, 
and a secure future with a 
modern Air Force. If you have 
two academic years remaining, 
find out today about the two- 
year Air Force ROTC 
Scholarship Program. It's a 
great way to serve your country 
and a great way to help pay for 
your college education. 
AirftMTcltOTC 
Gateway t« a Great Way of Life 
«— 
WIGGINS 
people are putting their money in collec- 
tibles — firearms, autos, coins, stamps, 
dolls, beer cans, custom knives — things 
with an intrinsic value. 
The vague and contradictory positions of 
the Carter administration, and a Congress 
that introduces new social programs while 
unable to resolve standing issues, is pro- 
bably the major basis for uncertainty. No 
one knows what kinds of regulations we'll 
have on oil, gas, pollution, or consumer 
products. Even if they knew, they cannot 
Photo by Toulmin 
predict the effect of these on prices. Na- 
tional health insurance would be enor- 
mously expensive, and that means more 
taxes. 
Housing starts are up to an annual rate 
of two million, and other economic in- 
dicators show an economy stronger than 
the individual or institutional investor give 
it credit. The Dow Jones is a psychological 
barometer of confidence that raises ques- 
tions about our economy and government 
which cannot be answered. They have to 
answer themselves. 
CUSTOM FRAMING, DRY MOUNTING. AND MATTING 
ALUMINUM FRAME KITS IN 12 COLORS 
DIPLOMA AND CERTIFICATE FRAMES 
plus 
MACRAME SUPPLIES AND ROOM ACCESSORIES 
WELCOME ALL STUDENTS 
CLEMSON VARIETY AND FRAME SHOP 
downtown 654-1723 
GO TIGERS 
Show your spirit! Wear 
this handcrafted pewter 
belt buckle in   support 
of the TIGERS ! 
NAME 
STREET 
Send $7 check or 
money order to: 
HlMftBOIK   PRODUCTIONS !  CITY 
P.O. &OX 1534 
CKMONA C. Q9631 
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Model United Nations 
limited by lack of funds 
By Sandra Garrison 
News Writer 
Clemson's Model United Nations is plan- 
ning to attend the 1978 National Model 
United Nations in New York City next 
March. The NMUN is the largest simula- 
tion of the international organization for 
college students in the United States. 
The Model UN, sponsored by student 
government, studies the organization, 
structure and procedures of UN activities. 
It keeps up with recurring and new inter- 
national issues and simulates actual UN 
debates. 
According to Political Scientist Edwin 
M. Coulter, advisor for the group, this pro- 
cess "gives an insight into just how com- 
plex these issues are and how hard it is to 
resolve these problems." He feels that 
with the people and experience they have, 
the Clemson group should do very well in 
New York. "It's going to take every cent 
we've got to get up there. We're going to 
blow all our money to send a full delega- 
tion to New York and go for the 'big apple.' 
It's important for people to know that 
Clemson University does well in outside 
activities besides athletics." 
Melissa Jamieson, president of the 
Model UN, said the Clemson group is un- 
sure which country they will represent in 
New York. Each country is represented on 
different committees and only 10 people 
will be selected to form a delegation from 
Clemson, since funds are not available for 
a larger group. Jamieson said, "If we 
chose the United States, we'd have to have 
almost 20 people because they're 
represented on almost all committees. We 
applied for Peru or Algeria. Funding is 
keeping us from applying for a larger 
country." 
The Model UN usually competes with 
schools like Harvard, Yale and Princeton. 
Because of the expensive New York trip, 
the group will be unable to compete on that 
level this year. 
Last year, Clemson's Model UN was 
named one of five outstanding delegations 
at Harvard, and two of the three delega- 
tions from Clemson attending the Atlantic 




Photo by Johnson 
DR. EDWIN COULTER, associate professor of political science, is the advisor for 
the model United Nations' delegation from Clemson. The delegation is without impor- 
tant funds needed to make it competitive. 
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IS FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
What makes this 
Resilio Sport Shirt traditional? 
The traditional touch of Resilio's Huntmaster Casual 
collection. Only the finest fabrics and colorations are 
offered, with details like crossed stitched buttons, button 
through sleeve placket, seven button fronJ with extra long 
shirt tail. Correctly matched flap pocket. All Resilio sport 
shirts have these, and more. 
P.S. At Resilio, traditional is our tradition. Since 1906. 
NECKWEAR SHIRTINGS & TROUSERS 
Empire State Building NY. 10001 
BANKAMERICARO 
'MAZHM fifAf 
208 College Ave. 
654-4484 
Open 9:30-5:30 Mon.-Sat. 
Prop. Steve Poteet 
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No windows, storage 
bring complaints 
By Bobby McLeod 
News Writer 
As this semester began, 144 students 
moved into a variety of temporary housing 
spaces. As mid-October arrived, 93 of 
these students were still in study rooms 
and utility rooms around campus, and will 
probably be there for the rest of the 
semester. 
Due to the availability of adequate study 
rooms, most of these temporary spaces 
are occupied by women. These rooms are 
available for $250 per semester. Tem- 
porary housing is concentrated in the high- 
rise dorms and in the west campus 
women's dorms. 
A random survey of students living in 
these rooms revealed several common 
complaints. Topping the list was the fact 
that the rooms have no windows. Kathy 
Robertson, Manning Hall resident, ex- 
plained, "You don't want to hear an alarm 
clock on the weekend; with no window, it's 
easy to sleep away half a day and not 
realize it." Another common complaint 
was lack of storage space. A small rack 
was substituted for a closet, and the re- 
mainder of the space was provided by two 
small chests of drawers. Rather than 
desks, students were provided with long 
tables to study on. 
Asked how the crowded situation came 
about, residence halls director Manning 
Lomax explained, "From past experience, 
we expect 550-600 cancellations from the 
time we issue acceptances until the 
semester begins.  Accordingly, we offer 
housing to a slightly larger number of 
students than we have spaces." Lomax ex- 
plained that the current situation came not 
from fewer cancellations, but by the 
students' choice. 
He stated, "When we reach a point 
where wejeel dorm spaces will be filled, 
each qualified applicant thereafter is ac- 
cepted with the understanding that full 
housing privileges aren't available." 
Lomax stressed the fact that students are 
informed of the status of housing at the 
time of their acceptance to Clemson. 
The residence halls office maintains a 
waiting list of students interested in get- 
ting dorm rooms. Explained Almeda 
Rogers, program director, "Students cur- 
rently in temporary rooms have first 
priority for dorm rooms. Those people on 
the waiting list will be served later." The 
residence halls office explained that no 
new rooms would be available until the 
spring semester, unless other students 
withdrew from school. Rogers has been in 
contact with students on the waiting list 
periodically to determine which students 
are still interested in campus housing. 
For those students unable to wait for 
space, the university provides a list of 
potential off-campus roommates. These 
are people unable to live on campus and 
who need roommates to share expenses. 
Due to legal complications, Clemson does 
not directly arrange off-campus housing 
for students. 
Photo bv Johnson 
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THIS TEA SET is one of the two new items that the Calhoun mansion has received as 
donations in the last year. According to Mrs. R. Brannon, hostess at the mansion, the people 
who gave these antiques are direct descendants of John C. Calhoun. 
Painting, tea set received 
By Barbara Pinder 
Features Editor 
Even though the Calhoun Mansion has 
many nice and interesting objects within 
its walls, there are still many things 
various friends and relatives of the 
Calhouns still have in their possession. 
Last spring, a china tea set which was 
owned and used by Mrs. Calhoun when she 
lived at Dumbarton Oaks in Washington, 
D C , was generously given to Fort Hill. 
Additionally, a portrait of Mrs. Floride 
Bonneau Calhoun, painted when she was 
an unmarried young lady of 18, was also 
given. 
According to Mrs. R. Brannon, hostess 
of the mansion, these gifts were given by 
Mrs. Gertrude Calhoun Bacon and her 
brother, Mr. Noble Putnam Calhoun, the 
great-great-grandchildren of John C. 
Calhoun. They are both from St. 
Augustine, Fla. 
Mrs. Brannon said that Mrs. Bacon 
"wanted others to enjoy seeing the gifts." 
She added that Mrs. Bacon was "very 
unselfish." 
Mrs. Bacon brought the tea set up in 
February to the mansion. Part of the tea 
set is on the tea table in the formal parlor, 
l   HUM 
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while the rest is on the display cabinet in 
the right corner of the room. Mrs. Brannon 
added that Dolly Madison had probably 
drunk from the cups painted with pink rose 
buds. 
The portrait of Mrs. Calhoun was 
brought up by Mrs. Brannon from St. 
Augustine because Mrs. Bacon did not 
want the valuable painting to be shipped. 
"We went down in a university van and 
picked it up. We also took an old quilt to 
cover the portrait to prevent theft." 
In the portrait which is in the state din- 
ing room, Mrs. Calhoun is wearing the 
amethyst-and-pearl brooch, also on 
display in the mansion. The brooch is 
delicate and small because it was worn by 
an unmarried lady. 
The mansion contains other interesting 
objects which anyone interested in history 
would appreciate. Such things as Mrs. 
Thomas Clemson's piano, and a chair from 
Belgium are some attractions. There is 
also a sideboard in the state dining room 
that is made from wood from the U.S.S. 
Constitution ("OldIronsides"). 
Upstairs, one can find several paintings 
by Clemson and his Napoleonic bed which 
he brought from Europe. This bed is seven 
feet long to accommodate Clemson's six- 
foot-six height. 
AKEH'S DOZEN 
University Square Mall 
Phone 654-6827 
Start the day 
at Baker's Dozen 
with fresh donuts or 
pastries of your choice 
and hot coffee, juice or milk 
Layer Cakes And Sheet Cakes 
Decorated As You Want Them 
-HOURS- 
7:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Mon-Fri 
7:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. Sat 
10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Sun 





'Older' student participates in the fun 
Features Writer 
It's been said that college is just a stepp- 
ing stone in life—college students are 
building themselves a bigger and better 
future. This idea gives Walter Buchanan a 
lot to look forward to. 
Buchanan is a 68-year-old sophomore 
with Parkinson's disease. "I didn't really 
plan to go to college. I just wanted to get 
my high school equivalency," said 
Buchanan. 
Until several years ago, Buchanan 
worked with the U.S. Bureau of Prisons as 
a construction foreman. "I retired in 1971 
on account of disability and I sat around 
working crossword puzzles and reading 
funny papers." 
Buchanan went to the Oconee Learning 
Lab to take his high school equivalency 
tests. Not expecting to pass, since he 
hadn't been to school in 40 years, Walter 
scored higher than any of his classmates. 
His high school teacher recommended 
that he go to college, so he ambitiously ap- 
plied at Tri-County Tec, but ad- 
ministrators there didn't seem to op- 
timistic about accepting him. "So on the 
way home (Walhalla), I passed through 
Clemson and stopped by to see about pro- 
grams there." Buchanan talked with an 
advisor, then enrolled at Clemson last 
August. 
Buchanan has become acquainted with a 
lot of the younger Clemson students, main- 
ly because his classmates carbon-copy 
their notes for him. With Parkinson's 
disease, he cannot write, except on a 
typewriter, "I love the young people," 
commented Buchanan. "They've been 
very helpful. When I first started, I im- 
mediately became a straight-F student. 
But lately I've been making B's and C's." 
Reading occupies much of Buchanan's 
spare time. "I used to read a lot for 
pleasure, but now I've got so much to read 
that it's a job." Buchanan usually finds 
time for his Reader's Digest every month. 
"If I live long enough, I might try reading 
all of my books (textbooks)." 
"If I live long enough, I might 
try reading all my textbooks''. 
—Buchanan 
Buchanan also enjoys touring the coun- 
tryside and visiting the mountains and 
seashore. He recently journeyed up the 
Blue Ridge Parkway to Niagara Falls and 
back through Canada. 
"The Clemson campus is beautiful also, 
especially with all the old buildings," 
remarked Buchanan. 
"I started going out to eat all my meals 
that I could after I retired," continued the 
Clemson sophomore. "That's the best fun 
anybody can have." He often goes out to 
TV episode to be filmed here 
By Lyn Varn 
News Writer 
Would you like to be on television? If so, 
this may be your big chance! Educational 
Television (ETV) will be in the Clemson 
area to film a show to be aired September 
1978. 
This episode will be entitled, "The 
Keowee Indians: A Palmetto Special," by 
Daniel Pipes. This program is being made 
for Instructional TV and Radio for the S.C. 
Department of Education, and will be part 
of the "South Carolina History" series pro- 
duced by ETV. This series, geared for 
middle-school students, is an entertaining, 
as well as educational, means for the 
young viewers to learn the events in their 
state's history. "The Keowee Indians" will 
relate some of the incidents between the 
native Americans and the white settlers. 
The auditions will be Thursday, Oct. 20, 
at 7:30 p.m. in 105 Daniel Hall and are open 
to those on campus as well as the surroun- 
ding Clemson area. Upon arriving at 
Daniel Hall, the prospective actors will be 
asked to sign a posted sheet. Each person 
will audition in the order he or she signed. 
Copies of the script will be provided by 
ETV and the auditions will be viewed by 
Tony Jacobs and Jim Blanton, the director 
and assistant director of the episode. 
Major roles for the play include a part 
for a female of Indian appearance who can 
ride a horse bareback (but neither is ab- 
solutely necessary) to be the Keowee 
princess, Isaqueena; two males, between 
16 to 20 years old, to play the two white 
sons; and one white male between the ages 
of 35 to 50 for their father. There are also 






Choice Aged Beef Complemented by A 
Sumptuous Salad Bar. A Complete Din- 
ner Including A Handsome Steak 
Salad, Baked Potato, Tea, and Coffee 
Is Less Than $7.00 
PRIVATE DINING ROOM FOR PARTIES 
The Market Place Shopping Center Anderson, SC 
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eat with the young people. "They think I'm 
about as young as they are, and I don't con- 
sider myself an old man." 
The busy "young" man enjoys talking 
with people and showing off his "glory 
papers." His "glory papers" are 
newspapers containing his picture and a 
write-up about one of his ac- 
complishments: Boy Scout leader and high 
school graduate. Buchanan tells of ex- 
periences as a child, during World War II, 
and his continuing his education. 
"I'll let you decide about my sanity," joked Buchanan, after relating the story of 
seeing a UFO in the South Pacific during 
the war. 
Although undecided about his major, 
Buchanan would like to become some type 
of counselor after graduation, working 
with either young or handicapped in- 
dividuals. "I love young people, but seeing 
some of the handicapped here (Clemson) 
makes me want to give up my parking 
space." 
Clemson represents more of an ex- 
perience than an education to Walter. He 
has not joined any clubs, and does not 
know too much about the sports program, 
but he said, "If I don't learn anything, just 
meeting the people and having a good time 
has been worth a fortune." BUCHANAN Photo by Toulmin ! 
Free concert scheduled 
The Chamber Music Series of the Clem- 
son University Department of Music con- 
tinues its current season Tuesday, Oct. 18, 
with a performance by mezzo,-soprano 
Wanda Campbell and tenor William Camp- 
bell. The performance will be held in the 
auditorium of Daniel Hall on the Clemson 
campus, beginning at 8 p.m. 
Admission will be free of charge, and a 
"meet-the-artists" reception will follow 
the program. 
Accompanied at the piano by Lillian 
Harder and assisted by flutist Cindy Sams, 
Mr. and Mrs. Campbell will present a 
variety of solo and duet music, including 
songs by Purcell, Mahler, Vaughan 
Williams, Ives, Bach, Rossini and others. 
Campbell is director of choral activities 
at Clemson University, and his wife 
teaches private voice in the community. 
Harder is also on the faculty of the music 




Presenting this Thurs.. Fri., and Sat.: 
PIRANHAS 
Admission: $1.00 with student ID Thursday 
$2.00 with ID Friday and Saturday 
1 
Happy Hour 5-8 Each Evening 
and all night Wednesday 
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Union cruise seen as week s worth of fun 
By Barbara Pinder 
Features Editor 
A Caribbean cruise is one of those things 
one always dreams about, but never really 
thinks will become reality. 
Under the direction of Steve Levy, this 
cruise, offered by the Union, will be a 
reality to many students. 
Although the cruise will not start until 
next March 18, Steve is already accepting 
money for this unique event. 
"We had a lot of response last year and 
we also found out that the cruise is the best 
deal. We talked to the students about what 
they wanted," said Steve. 
The cruise will be from March 18-25 and 
costs $360. This includes room, port tax, 
taxes and food. 
Steve added that the trip will leave from 
Miami, go to Montego Bay, Jamaica; Port 
Antonio, Port-au-Prince; Puerto Plata, 
and back to Miami In contrast, an alter- 
native trip from Atlanta to Montego Bay 
would cost between $312 and $331, and 
would not include any commodities except 
airfare, hotel and transportation from the 
airport. Additionally, one would not be 
able to see any other islands as on the 
cruise. 
Although only seven girls have signed up 
for the cruise. Steve is hoping for more en- 
thusiasm from the student body. He has 
reserved a maximum of 40 berths in 10 
cabins. He added that he has requested an 
additional 20'more plates on the boat. 
Anyone who is interested in going is urg- 
ed to sign up at the Union Info desk. Steve 
said that a $100 deposit is due Nov. 16. 
while the final balance is due .Ian. 22. 
For those who are interested in what the 
trip involves as far as tun and entertain- 
ment are concerned, there will be plenty to 
do and see in the week of the cruise. 
The cruise will be on the Ms. Caribe, a 
cruise liner that is registered in West Ger- 
many. 
Beginning on Saturday. March 18 at 4 
p.m.. the cruise leaves Miami after the 
bags have been checked in. and the dining 
seating has been pre-arranged and the lug- 
gage taken to (he cabins. 
The ship itself is described as "extreme- 
ly friendly..." "wonderfully designed for 
all types of cruise-Ship 
passengers" -especially singles. 
Weighing over 11,000 tons, the ship can 
accommodate 400 passengers. 
It also has a heated pool, large main 
lounge, movie theater, nightclub, sports 
deck and a casino. 
What is Montego Bay'.' It is described as 
a "gathering place for international 
celebrities." The scenery on the island 
features white sand beaches with rolling 
hills and high mountains. There are also 
many species of exotic plants and animals 
typical of the Caribbean area. 
For those who like to shop, there are 
many shops which feature the creations of 
SUANSU... 
A great Adventure in good health 
Vitamins, Minerals, Herbs 
& 
Hi-Protein Powder 
Your Independent Distributer is: 
Mary Jac Summers       654-2920 
%^ 
talented local designers. Food includes 
roast pork, fish, breadfruit, ackee, and 
soursop ice cream. 
Other activities in the area are tennis, 
swimming, sailing and golf. 
The ship will be in Montego Bay port 
from March 18-21 at 1 p.m. The next port of 
call on the itinerary is Port Antonio, which 
features a great deal of history. In 1793, 
historical figure Captain Bligh of H.M.S. 
Bounty fame is said to have brought the 
first breadfruit to Jamaica. 
There are also many colonial buildings, 
some of which date back to the original 
Spanish founders. This port is also the 
former home of Errol Flynn. 
Port Antonio also offers some fabulous 
beaches and rafting on the beautiful Rio 
Grande. 
The ship will be here from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
on Tuesday, March 21. 
As the largest city and capital of Haiti, 
Port-au-Prince has a "joyous and friendly 
celebration of life." 
The "Iron Market" offers an 
unbelievable variety of merchandise in the 
All Day Banking 
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best tradition of a European flea market. 
Houses there also feature unique ar- 
chitecture with wooden "lace-work" and 
wrought-iron balconies. 
The anchor of Columbus' ship, the Santa 
Maria, is also exhibited in the National 
Museum. 
Port-au-Prince has carnivals, galleries 
that contain painting and sculpture works 
of the primitive masters of Haiti. The ship 
will be in this port from 8a.m.-5 p.m., 
Wednesday, March 22. 
It is said that Puerto Plata is "the un- 
discovered great beach resort area of the 
Caribbean." 
Located in the Dominican Republic on 
the north coast of the island of Hispanola, 
this island was called "the fairest land my 
eyes have ever beheld" by Columbus. 
Founded in 1502, this area boasts some of 
the most beautiful white sand beaches in 
the world. It has also been called the "Port 
of Silver." 
Another feature of the island is the spec- 
tacular Isabel de Torres mountain, with its 
impressive pinnacle bronze statue of 
Christ. 
The island also offers a large rum fac- 
tory with samples of their finest products. 
Shopping in the colorful city market is 
interesting and exciting. Such items as 
wood carvings, silver and precious stones 
are sold. These native stones give the 
island the name "The Isle of Amber." 
Amber is a clear, gold-to-brown fossiliz- 
ed resin considered to be a magic stone 
and prized for its intricate patterns of cap- 
tured leaves, twigs, and insects. 
The ship will be here from 9 a.m.-5 p.m., 
Thursday, March 23. 
Traveling from Thursday to Saturday, 
the ship will port in Miami at 9 a.m. Satur- 
day morning. 
Steve related that the travel department 
is a part of the Union funded by the 
students and staffed by volunteers. He ad- 
ded that he "landed the job" by being 
selected by the governing board of the stu- 
dent union after he had submitted an ap- 
plication and had an interview. 
"We can do anything a travel agency 
can do, except write tickets," he related. 
eBecause they are a group of people work- 
ing for the student body, Steve said that 
they are able to get special deals for 
students such as ski packages, and special 
rates to Europe. 
Additionally, as a student center, they 
are able to offer the International Student 
Identification card. This card allows 
reductions at museums, on inter-country 
travel, theaters, inter-Europe air travel. 
This is all for a mere $2.50. Steve added 
that these reductions are from 15-50 per 
cent and are not offered by a regular 
travel agency. 
The travel center also has many in- 
teresting pamphlets and maps of the N.C., 
S.C. and Ga. area. They even offer some 
price cuts in this area to some events. 
"We are not experts, but we really try to 
help out the student," Steve added. He also 
urged any interested persons to volunteer 
to help out along with the other 15 people 
he has on his committee at the present 
time. 
"We are trying now to get people who 
are intersted. They can devote as much 
time as they can afford." Steve was also 
interested in recruiting students who have 
already had experiences traveling in the 
United States or around the world. He said 
that real-life situations make it easier for 
one to aid the student who is interested in 
traveling. 
One of the newest things the center is 
trying to do this semester is the introduc- 
tion of the blocking of airline seats on 
Eastern planes over the Thanksgiving 
holidays. Steve said that they have manag- 
ed to block off seats to Philadelphia, 
Washington, D.C., and New York City. 
These blockings will guarantee a seat to 
anyone who is interested. He said that a 
regular ticket will be offered by Small 
World Travel of Clemson. "I worked with a 
travel center this summer and we worked 
with groups and blocking—it makes 
sense." He added that Emory University 
and Georgia Tech both do it now. 
Concerning the reduced airfares to 
Europe with the coming of Laker's sky- 
train, Steve said that the other airlines are 
now reducing their fares quite substantial- 
ly to try and force Laker out of 
business...they then plan to up the prices 
again, probably. He said that this new 
legislation for the lowering of fares has 
been approved by the Civil Aeronautics 
Board (CAB). 
The fares from J. F. Kennedy airport in 
New York City to Heathrow airport in Lon- 
don will be $275. The only catch is that you 
must go for 14-45 days and you must pay in 
full 21 days prior to the Sunday before you 
leave. He added- that Laker's price is 
lower—$236. 
When the National Basketball League 
begins its series, Steve is hoping to 
organize some sort of trip to Atlanta dur- 
ing January or February. They will pro- 
bably spend some time at the Omni 
skating and doing other activities. This 
will be on a weekend when there is no 
home basketball game. 
Steve wants to help any club or organiza- 
tion which is interested in traveling. 
In these areas, Steve said that the travel 
center can help with travel arrangements 
such as hotes to stay in and making reser- 
vations and providing maps of the various 
areas, __ 
LYNCH DRUG CO. 
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Women enter ROTC program, receive honors 
By Kim Fennell 
Features Writer 
Although at one time women who served 
in military positions were considered 
either unfeminine or physically ag- 
gressive, in recent years women have been 
allowed to fulfill roles in the Army and Air 
Force ROTC. 
ROTC at Clemson now has many girls 
entering its programs and holding posi- 
tions never before been held by women. 
Women can hold such jobs as aircraft 
mechanics, trucK drivers, com- 
municators, pilots, navigators, and missle 
operators in the Air Force after college, 
according to Maj. Leroy Gregory of the Air 
Force ROTC program at Clemson. 
Gregory added that 96 per cent of the jobs in the Air Force are open to women. 
But he noted that women cannot fly com- 
bat aircraft because of a law passed by 
Congress, not by the military services. 
The program at Clemson is set up in 
such a way as to allow the junior and 
senior cadets to decide whether or not they 
would like to choose a position in the 
military after graduation. 
The first two years of ROTC included a 
one-hour orientation class each semester 
that is offered to introduce students to the 
military program in general. There is also 
a one-hour lab offered at this time. These 
courses teach students about the history oi 
ROTC. 
The junior and senior years are designed 
to teach students about leadership, 
management and the American defense 
policy. 
"It's great. A lot of people make 
fun of it and that's a shame." 
—Joyce Potts 
If a student decides to stay in the ROTC 
program after two years of orientation, he 
will continue with the one-hour lab. This 
lab includes managing and leading drill, 
drilling and briefings. Briefings are labs 
where the students are allowed to speak 
before their peers. At this time, Gregory 
related that many students have never had 
a chance to speak in front of a group and 
learn how to act as a leader. 
The cadets also attend a four-week ad- 
vance camp between their third and fourth 
years. This is a session where students are 
trained on a base. 
Once a student has decided to continue 
with the ROTC program at Clemson, he or 
she is obligated to serve four years of ac- 
tive duty in the Air Force after graduation. 
The student is also guaranteed a job upon 
graduation and will receive $100 a month 
during his third and fourth years at Clem- 
son. 
Thirteen out of 121 cadets at Clemson are 
women. When Ruth Jordan, one of the 
women cadets, was asked how she liked 
the ROTC program, she replied, "It was 
my major reason for coming to Clemson. 
You get plenty of experience because it is 
run by the students themselves." She also 
added, "It's a lot of fun." 
Gregory added that the Air Force 
Academy is now open to women and in 
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June 1976, 157 women entered the 
academy. 
The army now has 98 per cent of its jobs 
open to women except for combat duty, ex- 
plained Maj. Philip Kelley of the ROTC 
program at Clemson. In the Army itself, 
Kelley said that the physical training test 
is the only area where men and women are 
treated differently. 
The program on campus is set up with 
modules which are units within the pro- 
gram. These modules are mountaineering, 
orienteering, Clemson Rangers, and the 
fourth is made up of the Color Guard, Per- 
shing Rifles, Clemson Marching Band and 
Capers. 
This year, Clemson is honored to have 
Carol Payne as its first woman in the 
Rangers. Also, the number-one shooter on 
the rifle team is Gail Roth. Patsy Siebert is 
Clemson's first woman to receive a three- 
year scholarship in the Army ROTC. 
Kelley said that these achievements are 
"firsts" for Clemson. 
He added that women can usually shoot 
better than men because their concentra- 
tion and stability are better than those of 
men. This is true especially after the 
women have passed the initial shock of the 
kickback and the noise of the guns, Kelley 
related. 
When asked how she liked the ROTC pro- 
gram at Clemson, Joyce Potts, a forestry 
major and a member of Capers squad, 
replied, "It's great. A lot of people make 
fun of it and that's a shame." She added, 
"Everyone is super nice—you don't feel 
like you are obligated or are signing your 
life away." 
Gail Roth, a junior majoring in political 
science, said that she was interested in the 
ROTC program before she entered Clem- 
son. When asked how she liked the pro- 
gram, she said, "It's fantastic and a lot of 
hard work. I would like to work in the 
military intelligence anywhere they sent 
me because I want to move around." 
The Army ROTC program, like that of 
the Air Force, is designed to allow 
freshmen and sophomores to decide 
whether or not they would like to stay in 
the Army after graduation. Should they 
complete all four years, these students are 
obligated to join the reserves or enlist for 
three years' active duty. Juniors and 
seniors receive $100 a month until gradua- 
tion. The first two years include orienta- 
tion similar to that of the Army. The last 
two years include a one-hour course and a 
one-hour lab each semester in mountain 
climbing and repelling. 
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ALTHOUGH IN THE past the military has been considered a man's world, women are 
changing this point of view. At Clemson, one of the women cadets is the number-one shooter 
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Players show professionalism in musical comedy 
By Jensy Shell 
Features Writer 
It was a good crowd for a Tuesday night. 
Apparently the word had spread rapidly of 
the opening success of Once Upon a 
Mattress. The band struck up a lively tune. 
The crowd was ready and anxious. What 
was to unfold before their eyes was a 
musical comedy of such fervor, such pro- 
fessionalism that it would be hard for them 
to believe they were sitting in Daniel 
Auditorium watching the Clemson 
Players. 
The Players have done some good works 
in the past, but this production will un- 
doubtably remain unsurpassed in quality 
for a considerable amount of time. 
Perhaps the highest praise should be 
awarded to Corrine Sawyer, the director. 
She has yet to produce a flop, and one can 
recognize her creative wit and talent in the 
blocking, the full characterizations, and 
the total sense of unity which is present on 
the stage. But no matter how many times 
she drills and suggests and pantomimes, 
much of the success of the show still lies in 
the hands of the cast. 
And what a cast! Led by the talented 
Amber Schlissler in the role of Princess 
Winnifred, the cast bubbles with an 
eagerness to produce a unified show. The 
chorus seems to recognize its significance 
as the firm base of the production and 
gives its full support to the major 
characters. Andrea Thompson as Lady 
Rowena, Leslie Flint as Lady Merrill, and 
Elizabeth Petit as Lady Lucile prove that 
the ladies of the court also contribute 
MARK CHARNEY, ANDY Omundson and Roger Newton keep the crowd laughing 
in a scene from Once Upon a Mattress. The play will run through Oct. 15. 
greatly to the show. Katrina Baker's 
cameo role as Lady #2 is also notable. 
Although Roger Newton as the Minstrel 
seems stiff and uncomfortable on stage, 
his singing voice adequately tells the story 
of "The Princess and the Pea." 
Hills Skills opens 
If you enjoy music, singing, dancing, 
and arts and crafts, then the Greenville 
Memorial Auditorium is the place to go for 
the seventh Annual Crafts Fair, popularly 
known as Hill Skills. 
The exhibition started Wednesday after- 
noon, Oct. 12, with a dedication ceremony 
in front of the Greenville City Hall. Mayor 
Max Heller was presented a bronze bust of 
^Return to 
Boggy Creek 
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himself for his vigorous promotion of the 
arts in the area. The sculpture was design- 
ed by one of the Hill Skills craftsmen, B. 
Graham Weathers of Stanley, N.C. 
Hill Skills is one of the leading crafts 
shows in the southeastern region. This 
year, craftsmen have come from nine dif- 
ferent states, with the largest percentage 
coming from South Carolina. 
Hill Skills not only features a wide varie- 
ty of craftworks, but also entertainment. 
This five-day show maintains a festive at- 
mosphere with country and blue grass 
music, singing, clogging demonstrations, 
and barber shop quartets performing 
everv hour. 
The exhibit is open to the public at the 
Greenville Auditorium on Friday and 
Saturday (Oct. 14 and 15) at 10 a.m. to 10 
p.m. and on Sunday (Oct. 16) from 1 p.m. 
to 6 p.m. Admission for adults is $2 and $1 
for children. 
Other members of the cast in significant, 
if not major, roles include Nancy 
Lemacks, Stephanie Hickman, and Mar- 
shall Beattie Wood in the ballet sequence; 
wenches Karen Park and Kelly Greer; 
Bettie Ann Likens as "Princess #12"; and 
chorus members Joey Mancino, Woody 
Purvis, Chris Riley, Greg Brock, Woody 
Williams, John Morris, Kim Kirsch, Sue 
Stegall, and Michelle Peck. 
Amber Schlissler combines an animated 
characterization of Princess Winnifred 
with an excellent singing voice to keep the 
audience enthralled. Her sense of timing 
and ease on stage is an inspiration to all 
performers. Also keeping the crowd in stit- 
ches is Lillian Reese as the boisterous and 
obnoxious Queen Agravaine. Her mute 
husband, King Sextimus (played by Andy 
Omundson) is perhaps the best-loved 
character of all. 
Omundson is remarkably talented. He 
has no lines and is totally dependent on his 
ability to pantomime his "words." His 
song and dance performance with the 
Jester, Mark Charney, and the Minstrel is 
hilarious. Charney, however, in his solo, 
fails to animate his character to the ap- 
propriate level of a jester. 
Clint Eastham is adequate in his Wizard 
role, but sometimes tries to stereotype an 
older person with his stoop and walk. Ex- 
cept for the graying hair, his makeup is not 
well-defined for an elderly person. 
Laura Lea Witcher as Lady Larkin ex- 
hibits her talents in singing and acting as a 
true Players veteran. Her grace 
counteracts the sometimes tense Sir Harry 
(Mark Ksiazewski) and they couple their 
beautiful voices in several charming 
duets. 
In perhaps the most lack-luster major 
role, John Keeshan portrays the bride-less 
Prince Dauntless. Keeshan sometimes 
fails to develop the full flavor of his 
character and tends to be more concerned 
with the song's words rather than the en- 
thusiasm which should be exhibited. He 
has his moments, however, and all evens 
out. 
Mark Rodgers should be commended as 
head of lighting. It is spectacular, as usual. 
Props (Cathy Cross) are extraordinary — 
especially the magic tricks. Costumes are 
beautifully done by Ryder Brown and they 
add ten-fold to the magical flavor of the 
play. 
The only sour note in the play is the 
band, which did hit quite a few. It played 
too loudly most of the time and stayed off- 
key the rest. It rarely met the level of 
quality that was achieved on the stage and 
it was quite noticeably disappointing. 
Once Upon a Mattress is outstanding. 
The typical Clemson University student 
will rarely get an opportunity to ex- 
perience a production so professional and 
of such high caliber. If you plan to catch it 
this weekend, get there early, and feel 
privileged to be able to enter this magical 
kingdom. 
this week 
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Friday, October 14 
John Porrazzo in concert, Tillman Hall 
Aud., 8:30p.m. 
Soccer, Duke, 3:30 p.m. 
"Once   Upon   A   Mattress,"    Clemson 
Players, 8 p.m., Daniel Aud. Coffeehouse 
Act: Rob Goldstein, 9,10,11 p.m. 
Saturday, October 15 
Trip to Six Flags 
"Once   Upon   A   Mattress,"    Clemson 
Players, 8 p.m. 
Grad Record Exam, M-101 Martin Hall, 
8:30a.m. 
Football at Duke, 1:30 p. m. 
Children's Literature Symposium, Daniel 
Aud., 8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Sunday, October 16 
Sunday Flick, "Bullitt," YMCA, 8 p.m. 
Union Gallery Exhibit, Carole Tinsley, 8 
a.m. - 5 p.m. (thru 29) 
Soccer at UNC, 2   P-m. 
Monday, October 17 
Union short course: Frame Loom Weav- 
ing, 7 p.m. 
Prelim reports due 
Lee Gallery Exhibit, "Modern 16th Cen- 
tury City" photos (thruNov. 6) 
Speaker's   Bureau, - Sir   Robert   Mark 
(Scotland Yard) Tillman, 8 p.m. 
Videotape,    "The   Gladiators,"   Loggia 
(thru 23) 
Tuesday, October 18 
Chamber Music Series, Wanda & William 
Campbell, Daniel Aud., 8 p.m. 
Wednesday, October 19 
Union short course: Wine Tasting, 8 p.m. 
Thursday, October 20 
Edgar's: Robert Starling, 500,8:30p.m. 
Friday, October 21 
Beer Garden, 4:30-7 p.m. behind Hanover 
House, 25tf per beer 
Edgar's: Robert Starling, 50*, 8:30p.m. 
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Python movie 
lacks luster 
By Mark Charney 
Entertainment Editor 
When someone mentions a Monty 
Python film, the reaction is undoubtedly 
humorous. Their first film, "And Now for 
Something Completely Different," was a 
highly successful series of short, 
sometimes-interrelated, skits. Their se- 
cond film, "Monty Python and the Holy 
Grail," was even more popular, for it 
followed more of a single story line. 
However, because Monty Python centers 
upon absurdity and English "black 
humor," there are usually several in- 
congruities which help to make their 
movies funny. 
In both of their previous films, Monty 
Python made use of cartoons and drawings 
to add a sense of absurdity. For example, 
in "Holy Grail," Monty Python 
caricatures God in a type of cardboard 
cartoon impresion. This places the movie- 
goer even further away from reality. 
The major problem in Monty Python's 
new film, "Jabberwocky," is that the 
viewer never loses touch with reality. 
Though the film sometimes breaks into ab- 
surdity, the viewer does not feel that sense 
of removal that he has so effectively ex- 
left tee...2t' of feet at *4.00 a foot -1 can gWe pa *7.00 for the pair., 
jumps and skips constantly from subject to 
subject, leaving the viewer more 
bewildered than anything. 
There is a plot to "Jabberwocky," and 
though it is complicated, the complications 
lead to a little humor. "Jabberwocky" 
deals with a young man who finds himself 
in love with an obese, filthy young girl. He 
leaves the swamps and goes to the city to 
become worthy, where he becomes involv- 
ed in several tedious episodes, and finally 
is mistaken for a prince. 
The young man finally ends up a hero, 
but rather than get the obese girl he so 
loves, he ends up with the beautiful 
princess instead. 
There is not a level upon which Monty 
Python's "Jabberwocky" succeeds. It is 
dull and unimaginative, especially com- 
pared to their previous films. Though 
"Jabberwocky" is based on a non-sensicai 
Lewis Carroll poem from "Alice Through 
the Looking-Glass," it lacks even effective 
nonsense. Avoid "Jabberwocky," by all 
means. 
perienced in previous Monty Python films. 
Therefore, when the young hero meets a 
relative in the city who cuts off his feet to 
earn money, it becomes grotesque, but not 
humorous. 
Since "Jabberwocky" fails at arousing 
humor, the anxious movie-goer next turns 
to satire. Obviously, Monty Python is 
satirizing the church, the city, and 
humanity in general. However, "Jabber- 
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wocky" does not carry fully or develop any 
of its  satire.   For example,  the  movie 
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Hall and Oates end search 
By Donnie Crout 
Entertainment Writer 
With Beauty on a Back Street, Daryl 
Hall and John Oates seem to have ended 
the tedious search for a unified whole, 
something they have obviously been seek- 
ing since their first album. 
Although I must confess to never 
previously being a Hall and Oates fan, 
"Beauty's" opening number "Don't 
Change" seems to brace the anxious 
listener for a new and exciting style. 
Similarily, "Love Hurts (Love Heals)" 
shows the profound vision these artists 
have not allowed themselves to previously 
express. 
The album's best song—if one can be 
called the best—"Bad Habits and Infec- 
tions" comes to a climactic end with Hall 
screaming "I am the doctor." Hall's voice 
seems to release the energies both Hall 
and Oates have suppressed for so long. 
Rosie, a relatively new group, is attemp- 
ting to emerge with Last Dance. Lana 
Marrano, David Lasley and Lynn Pitney 
harmonize in a beautifully unique style. 
"Miss Baby," which seems to be an at-, 
tempt at the blues, is the most impressive 
recording on the album. At worst, Last 
Dance seems to lose ground with "Out of 
Dawn," giving such lyrics as: 
"I am out of Pawn 
My Heart's out of the window 
The storm has finally done.'' 
Such lyrics disappointedly distract from 
the exciting vocal arrangement. 
Although Rosie gives us some 
unbelievably poor lyrics, and occasionally 
weak musical compositions, I believe that 
with time Rosie could become an unpredic- 
tably exciting development in musical ex- 
pression. 
The following companies are looking for co-op students for the 1978 spring and 
summer work periods. If you're interested, come by the Co-op Office, 806 
University Union, or call 656-3150. 
Employer 
American Enka Co. 
Amoco Chemical Co. 
ATO Construction Co. - Equip. Div. 
BayCon Genera] Contractors 
Bendix Corporation 
Canron Railgroup 
Charleston Naval Shipyard 
Colonial Rubber Works 
Combustion Engineers 
Corps of Engineers 
Corps of Engineers 
Dow Chemical Co. 





Gilbert & Associated 
Gold Kist 
Greenwood Mills 




Milliken 4 Co. 
Navalex 
Naval Ship R&D Center 
News & Courier 
Pfizer 
Regional Adm. Nat'l Banks 
Location 
Central, SC 
Mt. Pleasant. SC 
Charleston, SC 
Greenville, SC 



























Reliable Electric Co. 
Robert Bosch Corp. 
Santee Cooper 
Savannah Electric & Power 
S. E. EPA 
S E. EPA 
Singer Co. 
J.E. SirrineCo. 
Sonoco Products Co. 
Southern Railway System 
Southern Railway System 
Square D Co 
TVA 
Union Carbide Corp. 
Westvaco 
Wheel Trueing Co. 
Wright-Patterson AFB 
Carolina Light & Power Co. 
Center for Disease Control - HEW 
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc. 
First Federal S & L Assoc. 
P. E. Lorillard 
Reeves Bros. 
Southern Central Bell 
Thermo-Disc 
Triangle Construction Co. 
TRW-United Greenfield Div. 




St. Stephens, SC 
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PLAYBOY'S FIRST COLLEGE 
BASKETBALL PREVIEW 
Following our long and amazingly accurate tradition of pre-season college football 
predictions, this month's PLAYBOY debuts our first College Basketball Preview. A 
complete rundown of the teams and players most likely to excel in this season's battle 
of the campus backboards. Since your school is in the running, you'll want to check it 
out. Also in this issue: Billy Carter speaks out on beer, women and his brother, the 
President. A blood-curdling interview with ex-Idi Amin health minister Henry Kyemba, 
Sex in Cinema, a so-you-think-you're-creative quiz, Bunnies of 77 and a whole lot more. 
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campus bulletin 
Announcements 
The Sports Car Club will have a meeting next Tues- 
day night at 8 in room 165. student government office. 
Firewoodi The Clemson Forestry Club will take 
your order for aged and split oak and hickory, and 
deliver to your home. Price: $35 — half cord, $18 — 
quarter cord. Call Joe Pettlgrew at 654-2002 or Rick 
Myers at 7959. 
The 1977 Phi Eta Sigma fall picnic will be held at the 
Y beach recreation area Tuesday, Oct. 18, at 6. All 
members, both old and new, are invited to attend. 
Those wishing to participate should sign up at 208 Olin 
Hall, on Dr. C.C. Fain's bulletin board. Anyone 
needing a ride should so indicate when signing up and 
meet at Olin Hall at 5:30 Tuesday. 
The Greenville-SpartanDurg Chapter 118 of the 
American Institute of Industrial Engineers (AI1E) 
will hold a monthly meeting at 6:30 p.m. Thursday. 
Oct. 20, at the Colonial Court Quality Inn on Wade 
Hampton Blvd., Greenville. The speaker, Ms. Sally H. 
Morris of Organizational Development Consultants, 
will talk on "Women in Industry." 1M & Engineering 
students are welcome. Information about the meeting 
or about AIIE can be obtained from Carl 
Lindenmeyer at 3379. 
It's time for midterms and you can't study because 
something's bothering you. Maybe its your room- 
mate, your parents, or that argument with your lover. 
There's no need to keep it all inside you. Hotline is 
here to help and we're only a phone call away — 654- 
1040. We're here every night, 8 p.m. to 8 a.m., and we 
want to listen to whatever's bugging you. Hotline is in- 
terviewing applicants for telephone listeners. If you 
are interested in helping your fellow students, call us 
at 654-1040 and we'll arrange an interview. 
The Clemson Pedalers Cycling Club will have a 
meeting Thurs. night, Oct. 20. at 8 in room 109Hardin. 
There will be a slide show of the '76 Bikecentennial. a 
trans-American bike trip. Everyone is invited. 
Alpha Epsilon Delta will have a club picture taken 
for TAPS Oct. 18 in front of Sikes Hall promptly at 7 
p.m. A meeting will follow at 7:30 in the Student 
Senate Chamber. All old and new members should be 
present. 
On Oct. 16 in Tillman Hall Aud., the Lamba Theta 
Chapter of Alpha'Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. will hold 
a Gospel Extravaganza. Donations for Adults: $1. and 
children under 12: 50c. 
The Baptist Student Union will have a car wash Fri- 
day, Oct. 21, from 1-5 p.m. at the First Baptist 
Church, Clemson. Cost is $1.50 and proceeds will go 
for summer missions. 
Alpha Zeta. Agricultural Honorary Fraternity, will 
have a hamburger cookout Wed.. Oct. 19. on the plaza 
in front of Newman Hall (the agricultural sales 
center) at 6. All actives and alumni invited. 
ECKANKAR, the Path of Total Awareness, is 
available through'discussion groups on campus and 
books in the R.M. Cooper Library. For local informa- 
tion, call 654-2920. 
Any clubs, organizations, or individuals interested 
In putting information on the air waves of WSBF may 
either write, call, or come by the station with a type- 
written copv. name, and number. WSBF sl.Jios are 
located on "the eighth floor above the loggia. Box 
#2156. phone 656-2279. 
How would you like to get some good exercise and 
meet friendly people? The Clemson Pedalers Cycling 
Club rides every Wed. morning. Ride departs from 
the loggia at 7:45. It is at most 25 miles at a moderate 
pace. 
Sigma Tau Epsilon. the liberal arts and sciences 
honor fraternity, offers free tutoring every Monday 
night in room 415 Daniel, from 7-9. 
Classifieds 
Wanted: Babysitter for two girls. I1- and 8 years 
old, for the N.C State game. Call 656-7082 between 7 
and 10 p.m. 
For Sale: Skunk kitten. 4 months old. Very affec- 
tionate and playful. Is housebroken and de-skunked 
$55; call 654-2812 after 5, 
For Sale: Bell & Howell 36O0B receiver: Fisher XP- 
65 3-way speakers: BSR 510 table with new pickering 
stylus — $250 firm. Call Bill. 2461. days, and 654-5354. 
evenings. Also a Realistic Auto-reverse car stereo 
cassette tape player, jus! cleaned, excellent condi- 
tion $120 - new. will sell for $50. 
All Day Banking 









JEANS & THINGS 
North Townville Street 
Seneca 
(Neztdoorto 
Oconee Office Supply) 
EVERYTHING MUST GO!! 
Men's & Ladies' Tops as low as $1.92 Ea 
Entire Stock of Arrow & Career Club 
long sleeve dress shirts . lh Price 
Entire stock of men's sport coats ....... $18 Ea. 
Entire stock of long sleeve sweaters V4 Price 
Entire stock of knig shirts y, prjCe 
Entire stock of Levi & 
Career Club western shirts Vi Price 
Ml socks, belts, ties and billfolds... '/, Price 
Entire stock of Levi corduroy jeans... 
....$12.50 Ea. «2for$24 
All men's dress or casual slacks Vi Price 
Entire stock of ladies' tops  
$4.99 Ea. or 3 for $12.00 








ALL BOOKS V2 PRICE 
101 Earle St., Clemson 
behind Dobson's Hardware 
9:00-5:00 Monday-Friday 
9:00-2:00 Saturday 
LEE and MAVERICK BLUE JEANS 
also CORDUROY JEANS 
FLANNEL SHIRTS 




FOR EVERYTHING YOU NEED 
IN TIRES, RADIALS, BELTED, 
4-PLY POLY, RETREADS AND 
REAL BARGAIN TRADE INS. 
ALSO FRONT END ALIGN- 
MENT, WHEEL BALANCING, 
AND BRAKE WORK. SEE DON 
ORJC    AT 
DON'S TIRES, INC. 
103 N. Clemson Ave. 
Clemson, S.C. 29631 
Phone 654-5072 
WHERE YOUR MONEY WILL 
BUY MORE, THE SERVICE IS 
EXPERT, AND THE CONVE- 
NIENCE CAN'T BE MATCHED. 
Clemson H*«use 
Barber Shop 
HRS: 8:00till 6:00 
Weekdays 
8:00 till 12:00 
Saturday 
Dennis Laye Jake Bryant 
C 
When was the last time your 
processing was as good as 
your camera? We deliver 
GOOD photofinishing! 
24 Hr. Processing 
CAMPUS CAMERA 
VISTA or the 
PEACE CORPS 
can help you find it. 
,*«"*• -Seeawhotenewwayo,,*, 
Participate s'n . 
Pn*ct      ,n a WMhvhJte manv 
VOLUNTEERS SAY: 
"// you have "heart" for other 
people you don't want to let them 
down." 
"The independence, experience 
and especially the gratitude of the 
people more than make up for 
money." 
INTERVIEWS: Placement Office, November 1, 2 
Info: Call, toll free, 1-800-241-4612 
MODEL 3515 — Miniature Cassette Stereo Player 
Featuring ... 
• Unique New Quadrant-Style Volume Controls 
• Convenient One-Hand Slot Loading 
• Fast Forward for Quickly Locating Desired Selection 
• Ultra-Compact Size Mounts Almost Anywhere 
• LED (Light-Emitting Diode) Tape Running Indicator 
• Eject Button Pops Cassette Into Your Hand 
• Tone Switch 





Bring this ad 
Look over our 




Register for the 
Bicycle to ge given 
away Oct. 29th. 
UNIVERSITY STEREO 
302 Seneca Road 
University Square 
Clemson, S. C. 29631 
Phone: (803) 654-4400' 
Sale Good Oct. 14-21 only 
1 
1 
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Sold out in four hours 
Carolina tickets given out in record time 
By Chick Jacobs 
Sports Editor 
The people who waited overnight felt it 
was worth it. The people who waited until 
after lunch regretted it. The people from 
the Clemson ticket office were amazed as 
the student ticket allocation for the 
Clemson-South Carolina game was 
distributed within four hours Monday mor- 
ning. 
"You're damn right it was worth it," 
shouted one Clemson student who had 
spent the entire night in front of the ticket 
distribution center at Tillman Hall. "I 
wouldn't miss the game for anything." 
The overnight wait in the cool air failed 
to deter any of those bound and determin- 
ed !n be among the first in line. "It's kind 
of a status thing," one Clemson student 
mumbled from her sleeping bag. "The 
honor of being one of the first, of having a 
low number on your stub, is really 
something." 
Other students had ulterior motives for 
the long wait. "I have an 8 o'clock class 
this morning," noted one student who 
preferred not to be identified. "We have 
about half of our class out here. We figure, 
that if we're all out here, he can't have 
class and we can get our tickets." 
By about 4 a.m. the original 85 or so 
students began to drift into fitful sleep, in- 
terrupted occasionally by inebriated 
cohorts trying to lead Clemson cheers. The 
overnight students also posted a list to 
determine who was first in line for tickets. 
The list, it was hoped, would create some 
order when the time for distribution came. 
That hope was dashed by 7:30. The list of 
85 had grown to over 200, with most of the 
names belonging to people who had not yet 
arrived. 
" t7AMMrTI t WAUr MY Tl6hET^ % 
Over 400 students were milling in front of 
Tillman when Classes began at 8. This was 
also the time that many students began to 
arrive, seeking the places that were sup- 
posed to have been saved by friends. Those 
places were long gone, or occupied by 
tired, hung-over students. 
"We leave to go to the bathroom, and 
when we come back, our place is gone," 
was the general complaint of several 
students.  "Who gives  these people the 
right to come in and take our place?" 
This attitude, compounded with little or 
no sleep, lingering effects of booze, and the 
attitude of late-comers that the people who 
sat up all night at Tillman were stupid 
anyway, led to a few altercations. 
Pushing and debris-hurling were common 
just before the ticket lines were formed. 
When the stubs were finally being 
distributed, the ticket officials were sur- 
prised at the number of students present. 
"When we started at 9:30," stated Van 
Hilderbrand, assistant ticket manager." 
there were probably about 500 or so 
students waiting. 
"We knew that there would be some 
students, but not that many. With the ex- 
ception of a few, though, the whole thing 
went pretty well." 
Some students disagreed. "It was the 
worst thing I've seen since the Maryland 
game (in which there was a near-riot over 
ticket distribution three years ago.) They 
almost lost the crowd at one point.'' 
Once the lines were formed and the 
students began to cooperate, the stubs 
were allocated quickly. "We gave out 
about 2000 the first hour of distribution. 
They just kept coming," Hilderbrand 
noted. 
"The number of students was amazing. 
Two years ago when we did this, we were 
able to stay open for three full days and we 
still had 100 tickets left. Of course, the 
school is a little bigger, and the team is do- 
ing a lot better." 
The entire allocation of student tickets 
was distributed on Monday in a four-hour 
stretch. The final ticket was sold at 1:09 
p.m., while a crowd of about 15 last-minute 
students who were unable to get tickets 
milled around, and kicked themselves for 
eating lunch before going to Tillman. 
"We would have given more tickets if we 
were able," Hilderbrand said, "but under 
our contract with uSc, that's all that 
they'll give us. I have no doubt that we 
could have given out a couple of thousand 
more this year, but we just weren't able 
to." 
Who '$ to blame for ticket handling problems ? 
By Chick Jacobs 
Sports Editor 
Everybody's guilty and everybody's in- 
nocent. No one's to blame and everyone's 
to blame. Nothing could be done and 
something should be done. 
The ticket situation last Monday, while 
not the most violent in Clemson history, 
was certainly too rowdy for comfort. Many 
people were placed in close quarters in 
order to obtain a limited commodity. That 




The students who sat out all night 
became angry when anxious newcomers 
began to jostle lines. Those students in the 
back seemed to have the unreasonable 
fear that they would not be able to get 
tickets. The students in the middle just 
stood there and got crushed between the 
two other groups. 
Once everything was set up, the crowd 
settled down and ticket operations went 
smoothly. But until then, conditions were 
ripe for another ticket riot on the scale of 
the Maryland Loggia Massacre three 
years ago. 
Each group involved in the ticket hassle 
felt that some other faction was chiefly 
responsible for the problems incurred last 
Monday. The first students blamed the 
later pushy students, the pushy students 
blamed the drunk first students and their 
useless list, and both groups jumped on 
ticket distribution personnel. 
The ticket office blamed both groups for 
being disorderly. If things had been more 
orderly, they argue, everyone would have 
had a much easier time. 
Everybody's guilty, everybody's inno- 
cent. 
So, while everybody is pointing the ac- 
cusing finger at someone else, nothing con- 
structive will be done to prevent similar 
problems in the future. 
While it is true that sober students who 
have more patience would have made the 
entire process more bearable, there is 
much more to the situation than that. 
Much of the responsibility lies with the 
ticket office. 
The office stated that they really had no 
idea there would be so many students. In- 
deed, there have never been as many as 
there were to get tickets the first morning. 
Anytime 1000 tickets are distributed in the 
first hour, conditions are going to be tight. 
Yet, the ticket office should have known 
that there would be an increased interest 
in tickets, in light of the Tigers' success 
this season. The claim that tickets went 
more slowly two years ago loses punch 
when one considers that Clemson was 0-4 
two years ago. 
More important than the underestima- 
tion of how many students were present 
was  the  total   lack  of  organization  or 
security. Until the doors opened at 9:30, 
there was no attempt to organize the mob 
of ticket-seekers. 
When the loose group outside Tillman 
became an imitation of a sardine can, 
there was no one from either the ticket of- 
fice or campus security to attempt to con- 
trol the crowd. It became a mass of packed 
humanity, pushing and shoving around the 
Tillman porch area. 
It was, in truth, a very bad accident just 
looking for a place to happen. 
Simply because nobody was hurt is no 
reason to allow such a condition to persist 
in the future. The presence of someone, 
almost anyone, from the ticket office 
would have calmed the crowd somewhat. 
That person could also have been in- 
strumental in getting the students organiz- 
ed into lines which were necessary for effi- 
cient ticket distribution. 
Several other suggestions for improving 
distribution have been offered. These in- 
clude: allowing one student to pick up two 
tickets, instead of only one; having an of- 
ficial list for early patrons to sign and thus 
be guaranteed a ticket; passing out tickets 
earlier. 
All these ideas have some credence, but 
most have a great possibility for abuse as 
well. In addition, the ticket office should 
not be expected to have to open earlier if a 
specific time for ticket distribution has 
been set. 
It would hurt nobody and probably help 
everybody to have some one with authority 
at the distribution site before tickets are 
passed out, though. It would aid in 
organization. It would also possibly pre- 
vent any unforeseen violence. 
If nothing is done about the ticket situa- 
tion, no one should be surprised if a larger, 
rowdier crowd greets the ticket distribu- 
tion staff on a Monday morning in the mid- 
dle of October 1979. 
That's the next time Clemson students 
will have to wait for their Carolina tickets. 
And if someone is ever hurt at such an 
event, it won't really matter much who is 
to blame. 
Tennis team hosts tourney 
t- 
The third annual Clemson Fall Tennis 
Classic will be held this week-end at the 
Sloan Tennis Center. Included in the field 
are N.C. State, USC and Furman. The first 
match begins at 9:30 Friday morning. 
Members of the Clemson men's tennis 
team traveled to Athens, Ga., last week to 
participate in the 10th annual Southern In- 
tercollegiate Tennis Championship. The 
Tigers did well in individual matches 
among the 23-team field. 
Mark Buechler, a sophomore, advanced 
to. the finals of the singles division. 
Buechler was defeated in the finals by 
John Sadri, the ACC singles champion last 
spring. 
The Tigers did well in doubles, sending a 
team to the finals for the second straight 
year. Last year Steve Vaughan and Fer- 
nando Maynetto got to the finals. This 
year, the players were a pair of 
sophomores, Dick Loder and Mike Gan- 
dolfo. 
To reach the finals they had to defeat the 
top doubles team from LSU, Maryland, 
and-Alabama    . 
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ARCHIE REESE GETS ready to nail Virginia quarterback Bryan Shumock during 
last Saturday's mismatch. Bryan coughed up the ball, just one of several fumbles the 
Cavs suffered. The score. 31-0 ■ was the biggest win Clemson has had this year, and the 66 
Photo by Toulmln 
yards total offense allowed Virginia was the lowest against Clemson in many years. This 
Saturday the Tigers go to homecoming at Duke. It's the third ACC game for 4-1 Clemson. 
Ruggers romp to another win 
By John McManus 
Special to the Tiger 
On a sunny fall afternoon, before the 
largest crowd of the season, the Clemson 
University Rugby Football Club 
smothered Emory University's club. 
Clemson's "B" side began the festivities 
Sunday afternoon with a 30-3 romp over a 
combination side of Emory "B" team 
members and Clemson reserves. The 
Tiger "A" side won 37-7 in the second 
match. 
The Tigers, undefeated in seven games 
this season, have so far outscored their op- 
ponents by more than a 10-1 margin. 
Led by Lee Esclavon and Mike Struck 
last Sunday, the "B" side clamped down 
early on Emory forcing most of the game 
to be played on the Emory half of the field. 
Although the scrum moved the ball well 
against Emory, the backs did almost all 
the scoring. 
Inside center Danny Hutto led all 
scorers with three trys (similar to football 
touchdowns) and three conversion kicks. 
His running mate at outside center, Jay 
Siler, also plunged over for a try. 
Fry half Jack Miller, coordinating the 
offense, scored one tjy on a 40-yard spring 
and set up another after a second broken 
field dash. Miller lateraled to Neil Har- 
rison five yards shot of the goal and Har- 
rison barged in for the try. 
After a "Sevens" match — a short game 
played with seven rather.than 15 on a team 
— among the Clemson women's team, the 
men's "A" match began. 
Fly half Jimmy Howard who later left 
the game with a leg injury, began the scor- 
ing with a drop-kick through the uprights 
from 25 yards out. With the Tiger scrum 
consistently beating Emory to loose balls, 
backs Kenny Graden and Steve Molyneaux 
were able to break free for trys. 
the     #*# 
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Injured athletes: watching the team go on by' 
With each season of sports comes 
another group of injured varsity athletes. 
After months of practice and preparation, 
many Tiger athletes find themselves sit- 
ting on the side with an injury, while their 
teammates go on. 
While knee and muscle problems are the 
most common ailments that Clemson 
athletes are suffering this year, some have 
had less-common ailments. Rex Varn, 
defensive halfback on the football team, 
was such a case. 
Varn went to the infirmary the Monday 
before the Georgia game with what he 
thought was a stomach ache. When the 
doctors told him it was his appendix, he 
stated that it was "a big blow." 
He thought that he would be out of action 
for three or four weeks. However, the 
Greenville surgeon who performed the 
operation told the Clemson trainer that 
Varn should stay out of action and that the 
wound would heal in 10 days. 
Varn hopes to be back in action this 
Saturday, surprising many Clemson fans. 
He began to practice the Monday before 
last without any special padding. Although 
he was instructed to stop if he felt his side 
pulling, he hasn't, and he was back to full 
practice two Thursdays ago. 
Varn had to sit out the Georgia Tech 
game, although he said he "wanted to get 
back in." He stated that it was even worse 
to have to watch the Tech game than it was 
to only listen to the Georgia game, as he 
had the previous week. 
When asked if he thinks the operation 
will affect future play, Varn said that he 
didn't think so. "I don't think about it. At 
first I checked to make sure it wasn't 
bleeding, but I don't worry about it 
anymore. When I'm in a game, I forget 
everything. 
While Varn had to watch the Georgia 
Tech game, another player, Jimmy 
Russell, was injured. After kicking the 
ball, Russell was hit from the side. He said 
that it hurt, but he didn't really think it was 
very serious. 
The knock Russell suffered stretched 
several ligaments in his knee. He had to 
wear a knee brace for a week and missed 
two games. He is doing leg lifts and getting 
whirlpool treatment to help his leg 
recover. 
Russell stated that having to sit out with 
an injury made him "lonely. On the side 
you're still part of the team,but you don't 
really feel like it. It seemed that I was just 
a spectator." 
Russell was hoping to start jogging this 
week. However, both he and Coach 
Charley Pell agreed that they would wait 
to see what the doctor thinks about it. If all 
goes well, Russell may be back for the 
Duke game. 
Russell stated that he doesn't think his 
injury will affect his play in the future, but 
admitted that it was hard to say. "You try 
to block it out of your mind, but you still 
think about it." 
Perhaps no one on the team knows as 
much about injuries as defensive tackle 
Jeff Mills. Presently he is suffering from a 
knee injury. This injury was compounded 
when he tore scar tissue from an injury 
received last year. 
Mills felt that this accident "just had to 
happen. It (the knee) is a little better, now 
that the scar tissue is torn." The tissue 
became tight, limiting movement of the 
knee. 
Although Mills said that his play would 
not be affected by this year's injury, he has 
"slowed down some as a result of the acci- 
dent last year." He hopes to build up the 
muscles in his leg with concentrated exer- 
cises. 
Like Jeff Mills, women's basketball for- 
ward Janet Forester has suffered knee 
problems. She has been going to a 
specialist in Atlanta for the last two years. 
Unlike Mills, no one is sure what the pro- 
blem is. 
Forester's knee joints swell when she 
practices, and nobody can determine why. 
"At first, they thought it might be ar- 
thritic," Forester noted, "but now they 
aren't sure." She said that women's coach 
Annie Tribble has been trying "anything 
she can to help." 
The injury has limited Forester to 
workouts of 30 minutes a day without any 
jumping. As a result, she feels that she will 
not be in condition like the rest of the team 
when the season starts. "It's depressing to 
watch the team play," she sighed. "I wish 
I was out there." 
Debbie Hammond, a member of the 
basketball and volleyball teams, is also 
having problems that are difficult to treat. 
She started getting a cramp in her leg 
when she ran. She would rest, but when she 
began again, so did the cramp. Eventually 
it got so bad that she could not run at all, so 
volleyball coach Gracie Lyle had her 
"take it easy." 
Coach Tribble sent Hammond to the 
trainer, where she received chemical and 
shock treatment. They did no good. 
As a result of her injury, Hammond has 
been limited in the training she can do. She 
only lifts weights for the upper part of her 
body, and although she still practices, she 
is "not as intense." She also seems to get 
angry or frustrated at times because she 
can't enjoy playing as well as she can. 
Debbie Hammond's frustration about 
being hampered by an injury seems to be 
universal among sidelined athletes. Un- 
fortunately, as the season progresses, in- 
juries will force more players off the field, 
while the rest of the team will go on.   . 
Lacrosse team starts year 
The Clemson lacrosse team will open its 
1977 fall season with a game against arch- 
rival South Carolina. The Tigers have 
never won a game against the Gamecocks, 
although the games have been exciting. 
This year's team has lost four starters 
from last year's 6-5 team. Graduates from 
the team include All-Southeast Conference 
members Richie Maldeis and Herb 
Demart. 
The Tigers more than make up for these 
losses by returning a complete and ex- 
perienced defense. Goalie Stu Kelly will be 
joined by Mike Pfabe, Dennis Cooke and 
Tony Marshall on defense. 
The offense will feature All-Southeast 
player Bryan Thomas, who is the captain 
of the team. Joining him will be returnees 
Chuck Woodhead and Buddy Blide and 15 
newcomers to the team. 
Coach Bryan Thomas feels that, with the 
experience and the new talent, the 
lacrosse team will be improved over last 
year. He notes that they are better at this 
time than they were a year ago. 
The Clemson-USC game will be held Oct. 
15, at 1 p.m. on the lacrosse field behind 
Jervey Athletic Center. No admission is 
charged. 
AOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCX>000< 
RECORD AND TAPE SALE 
-To Celebrate Our Expansion- 
All LP's & Tapes Reduced 
SALE STARTS MONDAY, OCT. 17 
All 6.98 LP's-3.99     All 7.98 Tapes-4.99 
All 7.98 LP's-4.99 
Others Priced Accordingly 
OPEN 10 A.M. TIL 8 P.M. NIGHTLY 
DURING SALE 
Areas Largest Selection 
of Recorded Music 
THE RECORD HOLE 
downtown 
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Tiger booters take 
championship game 
-•    I>1  A DlVlM 
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The Clemson University soccer team's 
defense was superb and their offense ade- 
quate as the Tigers took their second 
straight championship in the Clemson In- 
vitational soccer tournament. 
The Tigers scored only three points dur- 
ing the tournament, two against James 
Madison University and one against Davis 
& Elkins College. The defense, however, 
did not allow a single goal. 
The championship wins upped Clem- 
son's record to 9-0, and kept the Tigers in 
strong contention for the top spot in 
American collegiate soccer. Davis & 
Elkins, -ranked 17th in the nation before 
losing the championship game, suffered its 
first shutout and loss of the year. 
The game opened with both teams play- 
ing strong defense. Neither Clemson nor 
Davis & Elkins were able to take ad- 
vantage of opportunities offered them. The 
Tigers were able to keep pressure on the 
Senators for much of the first half, but 
could not get the ball into the net. 
With 14:46 left to go in the first half, 
Tiger player Taiwo Ogunjobi received a 
sass from forward Godwin Ogbueze. He 
judged the ball past the Davis & Elkins 
goalie for the Tigers first and only goal of 
!he game. 
The goalie was out of position on the 
score. He had attempted to stop the ball 
before Ogunjobi scored. 
The entire second half was a contest of 
the teams' defenses. Although the Tigers 
outshot the Senators in the second half as 
well as the first, they were unable to get 
another point. 
Clemson coach I.M. Ibrahim was pleas- 
ed that his team had won the tournament, 
but expressed concern about the Tigers' 
offensive play. The players acted as a 
team, but the points just wouldn't come. 
In addition to the Tigers' taking the 
championship, a Tiger player was singled 
out for his play. Eric Smith, a senior from 
Georgetown, Guyana, was named the tour- 
nament's most valuable player. 
The victory was Clemson's seventh 
shutout of the season. Only Florida Tech 
has scored on the Tiger defense for a total 
of two points. The team average for points 
given up per game has dropped to .22 
points per game. 
In the consolation game preceding the 
Tigers' win, South Florida defeated 
Madison 1-0 for third place. 
The Tigers will be at home for their next 
game. They will take on the Duke Blue 
Devils Oct. 14 at 3:30 p.m. This will be the 
second ACC foe that Clemson has faced 
this fall. They follow this game with a 
match against ACC foe UNC at Chapel Hill 
Sunday. 
Basketball team holds scrimmage 
The Clemson basketball team, coming 
off their best season ever and returning 
eight lettermen, is set to get underway 
with a 12:01 a.m. scrimmage in Littlejohn 
Coliseum, Saturday, Oct. 15. The action 
will be open to the public and there will be 
no admission charge. 
The Oct. 15 beginning is the first day 
allowable by the NCAA and according to 
head coach Bill Foster, the Tigers are tak- 
ing advantage of every minute possible. 
"The seniors, Colon Abraham, Stan 
Rome, and Jimmy Howell came to me and 
said they would like to start the year off 
like we did last season, with the practice at 
the first minute possible," said Foster. "So 
we decided to go ahead and have a full 
game type scrimmage. This has given 
them something to look forward to rather 
than the usual assortment of first day 
drills." 
"We look for our seniors to give us the 
leadership necessary for a good year," 
stated Foster. "We are going through the 
same routine as we have in the past two 
years, simply asking the guys to give us 
their best and do it together." 
The Clemson head mentor also stated he 
looked for much of the same madness from 
the Atlantic Coast Conference in 1977-78. 
"This will be the best year for the league of 
the three that I have been here," said 
Foster. "A team can be improved over last 
year and drop in the standings. Each team 
should be better and it should be a whale of 
a year." 
Foster also announced that there would 
be a series of three basketball scrimmages 
prior to the remaining home football 
games. Each of the scrimmages, prior to 
the N.C. State, Wake Forest, and Notre 




It's Pure Pancho! 
"This new racket is firmer .ill 
over- really solid in the head. 
It just has more wood! I've played 
about every racket out there, but 
1 never hit with anything that 
gave me this much control." The 
words of Pancho the Master, 
tell the story. He worked with 
Spalding for almost two years to 
develop this magnificent new 
racket. 
• Medium-to-firm flex shaft 
preferred by most wood plavers 
• Fiber-reinforced throat and 
shaft, hardwood shoulder 
overlay 
• Top grade perforated leather 
grip 









Limit One Per Customer 
Hurry! Quantities Limited 
HARRIS 
SPORTING GOODS 
123 8y Pass, Seneca, SC (803) 882 3391 
'   Towne Plaza. Toccoa. GA (404) 886 6916 
111 
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Photo by Hattteld 
HARD DEFENSE and just enough points enabled Clemson to win its second con- 
secutive tournament. Coach Ibrahim's Tigers scored only three goals but they com- 
pletely shutout their opponents. Clemson hosts ACC foe Duke on Friday, then travels 
to Chapel Hill to meet UNC on Sunday. The games will be aired by WSBF. 
I 
' 
All Day Banking 
:
 South Carolina National 
Member FDIC 












M-Th 11:00AM-12 Mid Night 
F-S11:00AM-1:00AM 
SUN 11:00AM! 1:00PM 
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The PIONEER ROAD SHOW and Sale Will Be Held At UNIVERSITY STEREO 
In The University Square Mall Next To Hardee's. The Store Will Be 
OPEN From 10AM TO 9PM OCT. 19 & 20 With DRASTICALLY REDUCED 
PRICES. EVERYTHING PIONEER MANUFACTURES WILL BE ON DISPLAY! 
PIONEER Representatives Will Be On Hand To Help You! Phone 654-4400 302 Seneca Rd. 
Clemson, SC 
PL-530 
FULL-AUTO DIRECT DRIVE 
TURNTABLE 
Drive System. Direct-drive 
system Motors: Brushless DC 
servo-controlled motor, Warren 
motor Speeds: 33y3 and 45 rpm 
Wow and Flutter: 0 03% 
(WRMS) Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 
70dB (DIN B) Dimensions: 18?% 
<W)X6'!V(H)X15"/3p"(D) 
Weight: 22lb. 1 oz 
"Walnut grained vinyl cabinet 
PL 51 Oft 
DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE 
Drive System: Direct-drive 
system Motor: Brushless DC 
servo-controlled motor Speeds: 
33!4 and 45 rpm Wow and 
Flutter: 0.03% (WRMS) Signal- 
to-Noise Ratio: 68dB (DIN B) 
Dimensions: 1 75/6"(W|X6%"(H) 
> 14'4"(D) Weight: 171b. 10oz. 
'Walnut grained vinyl cabinet. 
PL-115D 
AUTO-RETURN BELT DRIVE 
TURNTABLE 
Drive system: Belt-drive system 
Motor: 4-pole synchronous 
motor Speeds: 33'3 and 45 rpm 
Wow and Flutter: 0 07% 
(WRMS) Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 
63dB (DIN Bl   Dimensions: 
17VIWI - 6\,"(H)X14%"fD) 
Weight: 171b   10oz. 





BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE 
Drive System: Belt-drive system 
Motor: 4-pole synchronous 
motor Speeds: 33'/3 and 45 rpm 
Wow and Flutter: 0 07% 
(WRMS) Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 
63dB (DIN B)   Dimensions: 
:J< ■ 6ViHi <J4^''(D1 
Weight: 131b. 2oz 
'Walnut grained vinyl cabinet 
SX-450 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER 
Continuous power output of 15 watts* per chan 
nel, min. RMS at 8 ohms or 15 watts* per chan 
nel at 4 ohms from 20   hertz to 20,000   hertz 
with no more than 0.5% total harmonic distortion. 
FM Usable Sensitivity: Mono: 11 2dBf (2 0MV| FM S/N Ratio (at 
65dBt)'   70dB   (mono).   65dB   istereo)   Dimensions:    17.    'Wi 
SE-205 
STEREO HEADPHONES 
Frequency Range: 20 — 
20.000Hz Maximum Input 
Power: 500mW (each channel) 
Features: Dynamic type. 
Polyester film diaphragm 
Connection Cord: 16'5" Weight: 
15oz. (without connection cord) 
'Leather-like vinyl head band, ear 
pads and ear cups are used in 
the construction of these 
headphones. 
HPM-100 
4-WAY 4-SPEAKER SYSTEM 
Enclosure: Bass-reflex type 
Speakers: 12-inch carbon fiber 
blended cone woofer, 4-inch 
cone midrange. 1%-inch cone 
weeter. High polymer molecu- 
lar film super-tweeter Frequ- 
ency Range: 30 —25.000Hz 
Sensitivity: 92.5dB/W/M 
Nominal Input Power: 50W 
Amplifier Power Range: 50 to 
200W (recommended 
Dimensions: 1 5%"(W)X 26%"iH 
> 15'-2"(D) Weight: 58lb. 14oz 
'Walnut veneered cabinet 




OF TREMENDOUS SAVINGS 
PL-112D Turntable 
List$ioo.oo OURPRICE   $79.00 
SE-205 Headphones 
List$25.oo  OURPRICE    $18.00 
SX-450 Receiver 
List$225.00 OUR PRICE $175.00 
CTF-2121 Cassette Deck 
List$200.oo OUR PRICE $159.00 
4-WAY 4-SPEAKER SYSTEM 
Enclosure: Bass-reflex type 
Speakers: 10-inch carbon fiber 
blended cone woofer. 3'%6-inch 
cone midrange. TV^-inch cone 
weeter. High polymer molecu- 
lar film super-tweeter Frequ- 
ency Range: 35 —25.000Hz 
Sensitivity: 92.5dB/W/M 
Nominal Input Power: 30W 
Amplifier Power Range: 30 to 
120W (recommendedl 
Dimensions: 13?;V'(W)X24"(H) 
•X125/8"(D) Weight: 38lb   8oz 
'Walnut grained vinyl cabinet 
with particleboard rear panel 
3-WAY 3-SPEAKER SYSTEM 
Enclosure: Bass-reflex type 
Speakers: 1 0-inch carbon fiber 
blended cone woofer. 1 ?%?- 
inch carbon fiber blended cone 
tweeter. High polymer molecu- 
lar film super-tweeter Frequ- 
ency Range: 35 —25.000Hz 
Sensitivity: 91dB/W/M 
Nominal Input Power: 20W 
Amplifier Power Range: 20 to 
100W (recommended 
Dimensions: 1 2'y,6"(\N)X22'A6" 
IH) ■ 12V'ID) Weight:28lb.10oz 
'Walnut grained vinylcabinet 
with particleboard rear panel 
fJT ■ F^I242 'Wooden case is optional 
FRONT-ACCESS STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH DOLBY* 
Type: Compact cassette tape deck. 2-channel stereo/mono 
Motor: Electronically-controlled DC motor Wow & Flutter: 0.087o 
(WRMS) S/N Ratio: 62dB (Dolby on) Frequency Response: 30- 
16.000Hz (chrome tape) Dimensions: 143y3?"(W)X5294?"(H)X 
12Me"(D) Weight: 151b   14oz. 
CT-F2121 'Wooden case is optional 
FRONT-ACCESS STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH DOLBY 
Type: Compact cassette tape deck, 2-channel stereo/mono 
Motor: Electronically-controlled DC motor Wow & Flutter: 0.12^° 
IWRMS) S/N Ratio: 58dB (Dolby on) Frequency Response: 30 
16.000Hz (chrome tape) Dimensions: 1 3%"(W)X55/s"(H)X11 A (U) 
Weight: 141b 9oz. 
t*a im*«iMWk 
